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Glossary
Forest Rehabilitation: the act of restoring forests to their original, pre-disaster conditions
through methods such as planting and seeding burn areas.
Noxious Weed: a weed that is harmful to the environment and agriculture and may be controlled
through government regulations.
Remediation: the act of restoring environmental conditions by undoing or ending environmental
damage, such as the damage caused by a wildfire.
Soil Stabilization: the act of altering physical, chemical, or biological properties of soils to
improve qualities such as strength and provide erosion control.
Wildfire: any uncontrolled fire that spreads through vegetative fuels such as forests, shrubs, or
grasslands, exposing and possibly consuming structures.
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SECTION 1

Introduction

Wallowa County, Oregon, proposes to implement soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation work
on state and private lands affected by the 2015 Grizzly Bear Complex Fire in the north central
area of the county. Wallowa County applied to the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) through the Oregon Office of Emergency Management (OEM) for a grant under
FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP). OEM is the direct recipient for the grant,
and Wallowa County is the subrecipient.
The HMGP is authorized under Section 404 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act. Under the HMGP, federal funds pay 75 percent of the project cost,
and the remaining 25 percent comes from nonfederal sources. The HMGP funds for this grant
were made potentially available via Fire Management Assistance Grant (FMAG) declarations
made by FEMA in 2015 for projects that reduce the risk for wildfire, flood, or erosion post event.
Wallowa County, located in northeastern Oregon, is bordered by Idaho to the east and
Washington to the north. The project area for the Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest
Rehabilitation project encompasses 2,985 acres within the burn area of the Grizzly Bear
Complex Fire (Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2).
Forest rehabilitation and soil stabilization activities would include planting seedlings; felling
those dead, burned trees that have the potential to fall upon planted seedlings; seeding of burned
areas with native grasses; and applying herbicides to reduce competition from non-native
invasive species. Parcels that would be replanted and those that would be seeded are shown in
Figure 1-2. There is some overlap between proposed treatment types and between Tier 1 and
Tier 2 priority areas, and the total acreage that may be treated is less than the sum of each of the
components and priorities. Areas designated as Tier 1 would be given the highest priority for
planting or seeding. Work in Tier 2 areas would be contingent on the available budget. The
project area includes both private and state-owned parcels (Figure 1-3). A complete project
description is found in Section 3.2.
This environmental assessment (EA) has been prepared in accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969; the President's Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) regulations to implement NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Parts 1500 to
1508); Department of Homeland Security Instruction 023-01; and FEMA Instruction 108-01-1,
NEPA implementing procedures. FEMA is required to consider potential environmental impacts
before funding or approving actions and projects. The purpose of this draft EA is to analyze the
potential environmental impacts of the proposed project. FEMA will use the findings in this draft
EA to determine whether to prepare an environmental impact statement or to issue a finding of
no significant impact (FONSI).
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Figure 1-1. Project Vicinity
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Figure 1-2. Project Area Replanting and Reseeding Areas
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Figure 1-3. Land Ownership in Project Area
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SECTION 2

Purpose and Need

FEMA's HMGP provides funds to eligible state and local governments, federally recognized
tribal governments, and nonprofit organizations to help implement long-term hazard mitigation
measures after a presidential major disaster declaration. The purpose of the HMGP is to reduce
the loss of life and property due to natural disasters and to enable risk mitigation measures to be
implemented during the recovery from a declared disaster. Under FMAGs, FEMA provides
funds to assist with activities that help reduce the risk of future damage, hardship, loss, or
suffering in any area affected by a wildfire. The purpose of this project is to reduce hazards
associated with erosion, surface runoff, and flooding due to vegetation loss from the Grizzly
Bear Complex Fire, as well as reduce invasive species growth that has occurred after the fire.
In the summer of 2015, the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire burned approximately 82,659 acres of
land in northeastern Oregon, including 7,575 acres of privately-owned land and 3,750 acres of
state-owned land. The fire destroyed more than 30 structures and put communities, recreation
sites, and communications facilities at risk (Oregon Department of Forestry [ODF] 2015). The
fire resulted in widespread loss of native vegetation throughout the burn area, damage to timber
resources, and created unstable conditions in some areas with moderate to extreme slopes.
Vegetation helps to stabilize sediment and debris and absorb water; therefore, the loss of
vegetation from a fire increases the potential for erosion, surface runoff, and flooding impacts
(FEMA 2012; Geertsema and Highland 2015).
Invasive and exotic weed species have come to dominate the post-fire landscape (Figure 2-1).
Invasive species inhibit the establishment of tree species and native plant species that may be
somewhat fire resistant. The Wallowa County Community Wildfire Protection Plan (2006)
identifies the encroachment and establishment of invasive and exotic species as a factor in
increasing wildfire risk. Invasive species are less fire-resistant and faster growing than native
species, which may increase wildfire frequency and severity.
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Figure 2-1. Project Area Dominated by Annual Invasive Grass Species
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SECTION 3

Alternatives

This section describes the no action alternative, the proposed action, and alternatives that were
considered but dismissed.

3.1 No Action Alternative
The no action alternative describes potential future conditions if no action is taken to reduce the
potential for impacts associated with vegetation loss from the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire. Under
this alternative, no soil stabilization or forest rehabilitation work would occur in the proposed
treatment areas. Existing conditions would remain the same with invasive species continuing to
spread and outcompete native trees and grasses. Erosion and flooding hazards resulting from the
loss of vegetation following the fire would continue to impact the watershed and its residents.

3.2 Alternative 2 – Proposed Action
The proposed action would stabilize erosion hazards on private or state-owned land within
eastern end of the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire burn area (Figure 1-3). Project parcels were
selected based on slope, burn intensity, and landowner interest. There are many steep slopes
adjacent to the proposed treatment areas, particularly along both sides of the Wenaha River
Canyon (Figure 1-3). Increased erosion and runoff resulting from vegetation loss contributes to
slope instability, which could lead to landslides. Treatment would include herbicide application
to control non-native invasive species, felling of dead whips and poles to avoid future damage to
new seedlings, replanting (forested areas only) or reseeding (all areas). The final determination
of which areas within the project areas shown in Figure 1-2 would be treated would depend on
available funds and site-specific conditions as determined by the county in cooperation with the
ODF. The analysis in this EA covers all of the potential project areas as shown in Figure 1-2.
The proposed action would include site preparation, reseeding with native grass seed mix, tree
seedling planting, and long-term maintenance and management. Each activity is described
below. Long-term maintenance would not be funded by FEMA but would be an interrelated
activity necessary to ensure long-term effectiveness of the project.
Site preparation would include the following elements:




Prior to the fall planting season, herbicides would be applied by broadcast spraying from
backpacks or all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). In some limited areas with the potential for
listed plant species, spot applications of herbicides would be conducted.
Herbicides would include aminopyralid, picloram, and chlorsulfuron. Specific herbicides
would be selected on a site-by-site basis.
Felling of dead whips and poles that would otherwise have the potential to fall and
damage new seedlings would be completed in heavy timber stands. Dead tree felling
would be conducted with handheld chain saws and in coordination with foresters with
ODF. All felled trees would be retained on-site; no hauling would be required. There
would be no felling of trees within 100 feet of the Wenaha River or Bear Creek, or any
other salmonid or bull trout bearing stream.
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Shortly after completion of site preparation activities, a native rangeland grass seed mix would
be applied via helicopter and ATVs to approximately 2,934 acres. The seeding areas would
include sites that were seeded immediately after the fire with a non-native annual grass species
that does not persist in the long term, areas that were previously salvage logged, areas on
extreme slopes, and other exposed areas that experienced moderate to severe burn intensity that
have not recovered sufficient vegetation to stabilize soils. The proposed rangeland seed mix
includes thickspike wheatgrass (Elymus lanceolatus), big “Sherman” bluegrass (Poa secunda
Sherman), Sandberg bluegrass (Poa secunda), and slender wheatgrass (Agropyron trachycaulus).
Forest rehabilitation would include the planting of seedlings at a density of approximately 250
trees per acre over approximately 835 acres. Tree seedlings would be planted by hand with a
hoedad. Planting would occur in the spring and summer seasons. Species include western larch
(Larix occidentalis), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa),
and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), all of which are native to the project area.
Vegetation management following planting would involve spot spraying of herbicides in areas
where non-native vegetation appears to be outcompeting planted seedlings. Private landowners
and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) would be responsible for the longterm maintenance of areas treated with broadcast seeding or tree planting.
As shown in Figure 1-3, proposed treatment areas are delineated according to priority. Tier 1
areas would be a higher priority for treatment relative to Tier 2 areas. However, as funds allow,
Tier 2 areas would be seeded. The total acreage that could be treated would depend on unit costs
at the time of project implementation.

3.2.1 Timing and Duration of Proposed Work
Site preparation, including herbicide application and tree falling would be conducted in the first
summer of the project. The native grass seed mix would be applied shortly thereafter in the fall.
Tree seedlings would be planted the following spring/early summer. Follow-up herbicide
applications would occur in the first summer/fall, and additional tree seedling planting may also
occur the following year. The county anticipates that activities would continue for 2 years
following commencement.
An approximate project timeline would be as follows:







Year 1 (fall): Confirm final treatment areas from within the project area.
Years 1 and 2: Contract with nursery to grow tree seedlings.
Year 2 (summer): Prepare treatment sites by applying herbicides and felling of dead trees
and poles.
Year 2 (fall): Apply native grass seed mix to seeding areas.
Year 3 (spring/summer): Plant tree seedlings in replanting areas.
Years 3 and 4: Manage invasive plant species with herbicide spot applications as needed.
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3.2.2 Access and Equipment
The project area can be accessed via well-maintained, unpaved access roads. Figure 3-1 shows a
typical access road in the project area. Broadcast herbicide application would be conducted by
ground crews operating backpack sprayers, vehicle tanks, or vehicle mounted booms, and spot
spraying of herbicides would be conducted using backpack sprayers, vehicle tanks, hand pumped
spray bottles, or squirt bottles. There would be no aerial application of herbicides. Felling of
dead trees would be conducted by ground crews using hand tools such as chain saws. Tree
planting would be completed with ground crews using hand tools such as hoedads. Native grass
seed mixes may be applied by ground crews or from helicopter. Existing roads would be used for
all ingress/egress to work areas. No new roads would be required, and off-road areas would be
accessed by ATV.

Figure 3-1. Representative Access Road in Project Area

3.2.3 Best Management Practices
This section describes the general best management practices (BMPs) that would be
implemented during project implementation. These BMPs are incorporated into the project
description and provide a basis from which to evaluate potential effects of the project.


Equipment would be washed prior to initial entry into the project area to reduce noxious
weed spread.
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Dead tree felling would only occur where new plantings could be damaged by falling
trees as identified in coordination with foresters with ODF. There would be no felling of
dead trees within 100 feet of the Wenaha River or Bear Creek, or any other salmonid or
bull trout bearing stream, and no felling of live trees anywhere.
Tree seedlings would be planted with a hoedad or similar tools to minimize ground
disturbance.
The county would follow U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requirements
and the Oregon Forest Practices Act (Oregon Administrative Rules [OAR] 629-620) for
each herbicide. Herbicide BMPs that apply to this project include:
o All herbicide applications would occur consistent with label recommendations
and would be applied by trained applicators using equipment that is calibrated on
an annual basis.
o Only the quantities of herbicide needed for work in a given day would be
transported to the project site.
o The applicator would prepare and carry out an herbicide safety/spill response plan
to reduce the likelihood of spills or misapplications.
o Herbicide spray droplet size would be maintained as a fine spray or greater (100
microns).
o Herbicides would be applied at the lowest effective label rates.
o Herbicides would not be applied when soil is saturated or when a precipitation
event is likely to produce direct runoff into salmon or bull trout bearing areas
(Wenaha, Grande Ronde, Bear Creek), or when National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency’s National Weather Service or similar forecasting service
predicts this type of event within 48 hours of application.
o Milestone™ Herbicide (aminopyralid) would not be used on moderately steep
slopes in accordance with the product guidelines.
o No broadcast application of herbicides would occur from helicopters. Broadcast
applications would be from ATVs or backpacks only.
o Controlled herbicide applications (spot spray) would be used in areas where there
is potentially suitable habitat for Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed plant
species present. A 150-foot no spray herbicide buffer would be applied around all
identified Spalding’s Catchfly plants.
o No herbicides will be applied within one-quarter mile of the Wenaha River, the
Grande Ronde River, or Bear Creek.
o No spray herbicide buffers for all other waterways will adhere to those listed
below in Table 3-1 for broadcast spraying via ATVs, spot spraying, and hand
selection spraying.
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Table 3-1. No-Spray Buffers for all Waterbodies Except the Wenaha and Grande Ronde
Rivers and Bear Creek
Herbicide

Aminopyralid
(Low Risk to
Aquatic
Organisms)
Chlorsulfuron
(Moderate Risk
to Aquatic
Organisms)
Picloram (High
Risk to Aquatic
Organisms)

No Application Buffer Width (feet)
for streams and roadside ditches
with flowing or standing water
present and wetlands
Broadcast
Spot
Hand
Spraying
Spraying
Selective

100

waterline

100

50

100

50

No Application Buffer Width (feet)
for dry streams, roadside ditches,
wetlands
Broadcast
Spraying

Spot
Spraying

waterline

50

0

bankfull
elevation

50

15

100

50

50

Hand
Selective

0

bankfull
elevation

50

Adapted from Integrated Invasive Plant Management for the Vale District Environmental Assessment "Table 4. Noapplication buffer widths in feet for herbicide application, by stream type and application methods. “(Revised
December 2016)- taken from Appendix F- Aquatic Restoration Biological Opinion (ARBO) Project Design Criteria.
Note- this table matches the Bull Trout SLOPES BO between the USACE and the USFWS in Oregon (see Table 3 page 29, USFWS 2017), but also includes aminopyralid, a selective herbicide.

The project will also adhere to following BMPs adapted from the Bull Trout SLOPES Biological
Opinion between the USACE and the USFWS (pages 26-29, USFWS 2017):












Non-herbicide methods (manual and mechanical control) are not suggested for the
targeted weed species in this project.
Herbicide applicators will comply will all label instructions.
Gas-powered equipment with tanks larger than 5 gallons would be refueled in a vehicle
staging area placed 150 feet or more from any waterbody or ditch, or in an isolated
hazard zone such as a paved parking lot.
The maximum herbicide treatment area within riparian areas, would not exceed 10 net
acres above bankfull elevation and 2 net acres below bankfull elevation, per 1.6-mile
reach of a stream, per year.
Herbicides may only be applied by an appropriately licensed applicator using an
herbicide specifically targeted for a particular plant species that will cause the least
impact. The applicator would be responsible for preparing and safely carrying out
herbicide transportation and safety plan as described below.
The applicator would prepare and carry out any herbicide safety/spill response plan to
reduce the likelihood of spills or misapplication, to take remedial actions in the event of
spills and to full report the event.
The only herbicides allowed for use in this project include:
o Aminopyralid (e.g., Milestone)
o Chlorsulfuron (e.g., Telar)
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o Picloram (e.g., Tordon)
The only adjuvants to be used include Spreader 90 or A-90; these adjuvants must be used
according to label instructions in uplands.
Herbicide carriers are limited to water and vegetable oil-based products, such as Alligare
MSO (methylated seed oil).
Herbicides would be mixed more than 150 feet from any natural waterbody to minimize
the risk of an accidental discharge.
Non-hazardous dyes (e.g., HiLight) would be used with all herbicide applications.
A spill cleanup kit would be provided when herbicides are used, transported, or stored. At
a minimum, cleanup kits would include MSDS, herbicide labels, emergency phone
numbers, and absorbent material such as cat litter.
Herbicides would be applied at lowest effective rates as described on the label.
Application rates by herbicide would be:
o Aminopyralid- 5-7 oz/acre
o Chlorsulfuron- 1 oz/acre
o Picloram- 7-32 oz/acre
Herbicides would be applied in liquid or granular forms using the methods described
below:
o Broadcast spraying would be conducted using hand held nozzles on back packs or
vehicle tanks, or vehicle mounted booms.
o Spot spraying would be conducted using hand held nozzles attached to back
packs, vehicle tanks, hand pumped spray bottles, or squirt bottles. Nozzles would
be used to spray directly on a plant or small patch.
o Spray nozzles would be kept within 4 feet of the ground, 6 feet for spot spraying
more than 15 feet of high water mark for tall vegetation.
o Herbicides would be applied in swaths parallel to project area, away from creek or
desirable vegetation.
o Unnecessary runoff would be avoided by calibrating equipment and considering
droplet size produced from each nozzle.
Spray tanks would be washed at least 300 feet or more away from any surface water.
Herbicide drift and leaching would be minimized as follows:
o Herbicides would not be applied when wind exceeds 10 MPH.
o Wind direction and potential drift over aquatic habitat or desirable vegetation
would be considered before herbicide application.
o The boom and/or spray would be kept as low as possible to reduce wind effects.
o Spray droplet size would be increased whenever possible by decreasing spray
pressure, using high flow nozzle rates, using water diluents instead of oil or
adding thickening agents.
o Herbicides would not be applied during temperature inversions or when ground
temperatures exceed 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
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SECTION 4

Affected Environment, Potential Impacts,
and Mitigation

This section describes the environment potentially affected by the alternatives, evaluates
potential environmental impacts, and recommends measures to avoid or reduce those impacts.
When possible, quantitative information is provided to establish potential impacts, and the
potential impacts are evaluated qualitatively based on the criteria listed in Table 4.1. The “study
area” generally includes the treatment area and access and staging areas needed for the proposed
action. If the study area for a particular resource category is different from the project area, the
differences will be described in the appropriate subsection.
Table 4.1. Evaluation Criteria for Potential Impacts
Impact Scale

Criteria

None/Negligible

The resource area would not be affected or changes or benefits would be either
nondetectable or, if detected, would have effects that would be slight and local.
Impacts would be well below regulatory standards, as applicable.

Minor

Changes to the resource would be measurable although the changes would be
small and localized. Impacts or benefits would be within or below regulatory
standards, as applicable. Mitigation measures would reduce any potential
adverse effects.

Moderate

Changes to the resource would be measurable and have either localized or
regional scale impacts/benefits. Impacts would be within or below regulatory
standards, but historical conditions would be altered on a short-term basis.
Mitigation measures would be necessary, and the measures would reduce any
potential adverse effects.

Major

Changes would be readily measurable and would have substantial
consequences on a local or regional level. Impacts would exceed regulatory
standards. Mitigation measures to offset the adverse effects would be required
to reduce impacts, but long-term changes to the resource would be expected.

4.1 Resources Not Affected and Not Considered Further
The following resources would not be affected by either the no action alternative or the proposed
action because they do not exist in the project area or the alternatives would have no effect on the
resource. These resources have been removed from further consideration in this EA.
Table 4.2. Resources Eliminated from Further Consideration
Resource Topic

Reason for Elimination

Farmland Soils

Prime and unique farmlands are protected under the Farmland Protection Policy
Act (FPPA) (Public Law [P.L.] 97-98, 7 United States Code [U.S.C.] 4201 et
seq.). The FPPA applies to prime and unique farmlands and those that are of
state and local importance. The soils present within the project area are not
considered prime or unique farmland soils per the Natural Resources
Conservation Service’s Web Soil Survey. Therefore, there would be no effect on
farmland soils.
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Resource Topic

Reason for Elimination

Land Use and
Zoning

The project area is primarily zoned for timber commercial and timber grazing
(Wallowa County 2018b). The project aims to restore forests in the project area
to their pre-fire status. The proposed activities are consistent with the current
zoning and would not change existing land use. The alternatives would have no
effect on land use and zoning.

Traffic

The project area is served by mostly unpaved but well-maintained access roads.
Under the proposed action, vehicle use would include work crews traveling to
and from the project site and for seeding of native grasses. Vehicles would
consist of ATVs and pickup trucks. Vehicles would primarily stay on existing
roads; however, there is a possibility that ATVs may travel over rugged terrain
instead of roads. No additional roads would need to be built to accomplish the
proposed project. Because roads within the project area are rural and lightly
traveled and vehicle use related to project work would be temporary, no adverse
impacts are expected on traffic conditions in the project area.

Public Services and
Utilities

According to the Wallowa County Comprehensive Plan, the proposed action
would be conducted on unincorporated county lands (Wallowa County 2018a).
Most utilities and services in the area are privately owned. Most rural residences
get water from on-site groundwater wells, and wastewater is treated by on-site
septic systems. The project area includes remote parcels that may not receive
public power services and are located far away from public services. Therefore,
the alternatives are not expected to affect public services and utilities.

4.2 Geology and Soils
The major geologic features comprising the study area in Wallowa County, Oregon, are volcanic
cliffs formed during early to middle Miocene eruptions that created the well-known Columbia
River Flood Basalts between 16 and 10 million years ago (Swanson et al. 1983). During these
eruptions, vast quantities of basaltic and andesitic magmas erupted over the landscape and cooled
into formations of columnar basalts (Walker et al. 1979).
The Wenaha and Grande Ronde Rivers cut down through these formations, exposing relatively
flat structural plateaus with adjacent steep canyon walls (Figure 4-1). The topography in the
region is rugged, steep, and relatively narrow at the canyon floor. Elevations in the project area
range from 1,600 feet in the town of Troy to about 2,700 feet above sea level at peaks on either
side of the Wenaha River. Most of the proposed work would be conducted on the flatter benches.
Soils in the study area are composed mostly of loam, which contains silt, clay, and sand-sized
particles created by the physical and chemical weathering of underlying basaltic bedrock
(Natural Resources Conservation Service 2018). These soils are useful for agriculture; however,
they are not classified as prime farmland (Natural Resources Conservation Service 2018). Some
post-fire evidence of soil erosion, such as barren soil and increased gravel, can be seen in the
project area, particularly in the bottom of the Wenaha River Canyon.
No Action
Under the no action alternative, there would be no impacts on geology. In the absence of a major
wildfire near the project area, the no action alternative would have no project-related
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disturbances on soils; however, the hazards from soil erosion would continue until vegetation has
reestablished.
Under the no action alternative, a major wildfire would be more likely to spread due to the
prevalence of invasive plant species, and soils within the burned area could be adversely
affected. While a low-intensity wildfire may not affect soil properties, a major, or high-intensity
wildfire could alter the cycling of nutrients; the physical and chemical properties of soils; and the
temperature, moisture, and biotic characteristics of the existing soils (Debano 1990). In the event
of a major wildfire, more bedrock could be exposed to direct rainfall, which would increase the
rate of erosion of the bedrock formation. These primary impacts from a severe wildfire can also
result in decreased infiltration and increased runoff, which often cause increased erosion. There
is evidence that the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire has impacted soils in such a way, as described
above. The changes to soil properties caused by a major wildfire could have moderate adverse
impacts on soil production processes over a very long recovery time period.

Figure 4-1. Steep Canyon Slopes Adjacent to Project Area
Proposed Action
The proposed action would not result in measurable adverse impacts on either geology or soils.
The proposed activities would not result in any soil and sediment removal or transport from the
site by stormwater runoff; therefore, previously uncovered bedrock would not be exposed to the
surface.
Herbicide application and seeding would not result in soil disturbance other than topical
disturbance during application. Work would not be conducted on steep slopes; therefore,
proposed ATV use would not result in erosion of soils. Improved vegetation in areas adjacent to
steep slopes would mitigate erosion and capture surface runoff before it travels down steep
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slopes and contributes to slope instability, which could result in landslides. Reseeding with
native grasses would result in the stabilization of surface soils on rolling hills, resulting in minor,
beneficial effects related to soil erosion. Herbicides would be applied to the applicable areas for
effective treatment of invasive species.
Tree planting would be conducted with hoedads and would result in only temporary and
negligible disturbance or transport of soils. Planted trees would eventually bind soil particle,
reduce stormwater runoff, and increase infiltration, resulting in stabilization of soils and
protection of nearby steep slopes. The proposed action would result in the reestablishment of
native grassland and tree communities, resulting in long-term soil stability and minor, beneficial
effects on soils and geology.

4.3 Air Quality
The Clean Air Act, as amended, requires EPA to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for six pollutants harmful to human and environmental health, including ozone,
particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and lead. Air quality is
negatively affected by everyday activities, such as vehicle use, and major events, such as
wildfires. Wildfire smoke is composed of carbon dioxide, water vapor, particulate matter, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, organic chemicals such as hydrocarbons, and trace minerals, which
affect air quality (EPA et al. 2016).
Air quality can also be affected by fugitive dust, which is considered a component of particulate
matter. Fugitive dust is released into the air by wind or human activities and can have human and
environmental health impacts (California EPA Air Resource Board 2007).
The nearest air quality monitoring station is located in Lewiston, Idaho, approximately 40 miles
from the project area. The project area has a low population, with some agriculture and low
traffic density; air quality is generally considered to be good in the area.
No Action
In the absence of a major wildfire in the area, there would be no impact on air quality under the
no action alternative because current air quality conditions would not change. However, a major
wildfire would be more likely to spread under the no action alternative, and a major wildfire
would cause substantial pollutant emissions. Wildfire smoke can deteriorate air quality and
expose vulnerable populations, such as youth and the elderly, to harmful pollutants (EPA et al.
2016). Particulate matter, specifically, can have many harmful effects, including eye and
respiratory tract irritation, reduced lung function, asthma, and heart failure (EPA et al. 2016).
Smoke from large wildfires can affect air quality over large areas, and a large wildfire in the
Troy, Oregon, area could affect air quality in nearby areas. The no action alternative could have
a moderate impact on air quality.
Proposed Action
Under the proposed action, the use of ATVs to spray herbicides and haul materials could result
in low levels of particulate matter (fugitive dust) and vehicle exhaust emissions, such as
hydrocarbons. Emissions would be temporary, localized, and negligible. To reduce emissions,
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crews would keep ATV running times to a minimum and ensure that all engines are properly
maintained. Backpack sprayers would be operated via pump or battery and would have no fuel
emissions. Thus, the proposed action would have negligible, short-term, air quality impacts from
vehicle and equipment use and activities contributing to the release of fugitive dust. By reducing
the risk of wildfire spread, the proposed action would have minor, long-term, beneficial effects
on air quality.

4.4 Climate Change
“Climate change” refers to changes in the Earth’s climate caused by a general warming of the
atmosphere. Its primary cause is emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs), including carbon
dioxide and methane. Climate change is capable of affecting species distribution, temperature
fluctuations, and weather patterns. The CEQ’s Final NEPA Guidance on Consideration of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Effects on Climate Change (CEQ 2016) suggested that
quantitative analysis should be done if an action would release more than 25,000 metric tons of
GHGs per year.
Eastern Oregon is located in the rain shadow caused by the Coast and Cascade mountain ranges.
Wallowa County is characterized by a semiarid climate where mean annual precipitation is
17 inches per year. The climate is relatively extreme, with winter mean minimum temperatures
about 21 degrees Fahrenheit and summer mean maximum temperatures about 84 degrees
Fahrenheit (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2018). Higher elevations receive
greater precipitation and lower mean temperatures.
Global and regional climate change is expected to accelerate in the coming decades. According
to the Oregon Climate Change Research Institute’s Third Oregon Climate Assessment Report
(Dalton et al. 2017), temperatures could increase by 3 to 7 degrees Fahrenheit by mid-century
and 5 to 11 degrees Fahrenheit by the 2080s. In 2015, Oregon experienced the warmest and
driest year on record, with most of the winter precipitation falling as rain rather than snow. The
decreased snowpack led to record-low water levels in reservoirs and contributed to the severity
of the 2015 wildfire season (Dalton et al. 2017). The frequency and severity of wildfires is
expected to increase as the climate warms and vegetation shifts to allow longer fire seasons with
hotter and faster-burning fires.
No Action
In the absence of a major wildfire, the no action alternative would have no construction-related
effect on climate change as there would be no equipment used that would emit GHG. Climate
change is resulting in periods of extended drought and increasing the risk of wildfires in the area.
The no action alternative would not provide any wildfire risk reduction through invasive species
removal; therefore, a major wildfire would be more likely to spread through and from the area,
and large quantities of GHGs could be released that would have moderate contributions to
regional climate change.
Proposed Action
Implementation of the proposed action would not contribute to climate change because potential
GHG emissions from ATV and helicopter use and the use of other hand equipment (e.g., chain
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saws) use would be short-term and negligible. Backpack sprayers are operated via pump or
battery and would result in no emissions of GHGs. Reducing the risk or severity of wildfires
would have a positive effect on climate change by reducing the volume of GHGs released during
a fire. In addition, the planting of seedlings would further help reduce GHGs as growing trees
consume carbon dioxide during growing seasons. Over the long term, there would be a minor
beneficial effect on regional climate change from the proposed action.

4.5 Visual Quality and Aesthetics
Because soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation projects have the potential to alter vegetative
cover, they have the potential to affect visual quality. The analysis of visual quality is a
qualitative analysis that considers the visual context of the treatment area, the potential for
changes in character and contrast, whether the project area includes any places or features that
have been designated for protection, the number of viewers, their activities, and the extent to
which those activities are related to the aesthetic qualities of the area.
The project area is primarily located in forested and meadow landscapes. Surrounding land uses
are rural residential and ranching. The project area contains some access roads and steep slopes
that may be visible from multiple viewpoints; however, the number of viewers is very low in this
remote rural area.
No Action Alternative
Under the no action alternative, there would be little change in the existing appearance and visual
quality of the treatment parcels. Areas impacted by the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire would slowly
revegetate primarily with noxious invasive species. Trees and forest cover would likely expand
into burned areas over a period of decades. However, in areas where soils are destabilized or
where invasive plants dominate, recovery may not occur or may be further delayed. Therefore,
the burned landscape and vistas dominated by invasive species would persist.
Under the no action alternative, the noticeable presence of invasive vegetation species could
have a moderately negative impact on the visual quality for native species in the project area for
those who can see the area.
Proposed Action
Reseeding and replanting activities and control of invasive vegetation would likely affect the
visual quality and aesthetics of the treated areas. The proposed action aims to return the project
area to its pre-fire vegetation, including native grasses and trees. Burned areas that are replanted
with trees would likely experience the greatest amount of contrast with existing conditions.
Nearby residents and visitors may find a return to pre-fire visual character a positive attribute.
Most of the project area is located away from densely populated areas; however, some rural
residences and viewsheds from public roads may be close enough to detect changes. The change
from a burned landscape to a forested one would take several decades to occur. The control of
invasive species and reseeding with rangeland grasses is unlikely to result in much visual
contrast with existing conditions; ranchers and local landowners who can tell the difference
between different plant species may find the contrast more striking. The change in the grassland
areas would occur much more quickly than in forested areas, with native grassland species
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becoming established in 1 or 2 years. Therefore, the proposed action would have negligible,
short- and long-term, beneficial effects on visual quality and aesthetics in the project area.

4.6 Surface Waters and Water Quality
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act of 1977, as amended (33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(2)), establishes
requirements for states and tribes to identify and prioritize waterbodies that do not meet water
quality standards. Data from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) 2012
Integrated Report Assessment Database were queried to determine whether any streams in the
project area are considered impaired or waters of concern.
The proposed project is located within the Snake River Basin Watershed (Hydrologic Unit Code
1706010603) and is a tributary of the Grande Ronde River. The Wenaha and Grande Ronde
Rivers have been designated as National Wild and Scenic Rivers as discussed in Section 4.9. As
recently as 2010, the Wenaha and Grande Ronde Rivers were listed as Section 303(d) impaired
because of high temperatures unsuitable for fish (ODEQ 2012). The high temperatures occur in
summer and are related to the lack of natural vegetative cover and the removal of woody debris
by high water flows in the spring. No actions were recommended to remedy the temperatures of
these rivers.
No Action
The Grizzly Bear Complex Fire burned the vegetation from a large area surrounding the Wenaha
and Grand Ronde Rivers. The loss of vegetation has increased erosion from the burn areas and
resulted in increased sedimentation in the creeks and rivers and increased risk of erosion and
surface runoff, potentially contributing to slope instability. The loss of vegetation may also result
in decreased infiltration, increased stream flow, and increased scour downstream (U.S. Forest
Service [USFS] 2005). Under the no action alternative, these hazards would continue into the
future, resulting in short-term continued degradation of water quality and changes in the flood
flows in the basin until the watershed stabilizes.
In addition, under the no action alternative, a major wildfire would be more likely to spread due
to the prevalence of invasive plant species, and soils within the burned area could be adversely
affected again, leading to further erosion and water quality impacts. Under the no action
alternative, there would be minor, long-term impacts on water quality.
Proposed Action
Under the proposed action, large areas would be seeded with native rangeland grasses and
planted with trees. This would provide long-term stability of the soils and provide for increased
interception and infiltration of precipitation. The proposed action would greatly reduce the soil
erosion time frame and associated water quality impacts.
Vegetation management would involve spot spraying of herbicides in areas where non-native
vegetation is outcompeting planted tree seedlings. No herbicides are expected to be sprayed near
surface waters. No herbicide application would occur within one-quarter mile of the Wenaha
River or Bear Creek, and no broadcast application would occur within 100 feet of any other
streams in the action area. Spot spraying of herbicides would not occur within 50 feet of other
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streams or as recommended on the product label, whichever is greater. The potential for impacts
on water quality from the use of herbicides is negligible.
The use of ATVs could result in some localized, short-term, negligible soil disturbance;
however, ATVs would be used away from surface waters; therefore, the potential for soil to
reach surface waters would be low. To prevent potential impacts from fuel or lubricant leaks,
ATVs would not be parked near waterbodies. Refueling and staging areas would be located away
from waterbodies and channels; therefore, there would be no impacts on surface waters or water
quality from the use of ATVs.
Overall, the proposed action would result in short-term, negligible impacts on surface waters and
water quality from herbicide use and long-term, moderate beneficial effects due to revegetation
and soil stabilization.

4.7 Wetlands
Executive Order (EO) 11990, Protection of Wetlands, requires that federal agencies take action
to minimize the loss of wetlands. Activities that fill jurisdictional wetlands require a permit from
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977 (33 U.S.C.
1344).
FEMA regulation 44 CFR Part 9, Floodplain Management and Protection of Wetlands, sets forth
the policy, procedures, and responsibilities to implement and enforce EO 11990 and prohibits
FEMA from funding construction in a wetland unless no practicable alternatives are available.
To comply with EO 11990, FEMA uses the eight-step decision-making process in 44 CFR 9.6 to
evaluate proposed actions that have potential to affect wetlands.
Based on information from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife (USFWS) National Wetlands Inventory
maps for the proposed project area, as well as a site visit conducted in 2018, there are no
wetlands in any of the treatment parcels (USFWS 2018b). Field review of the treatment parcels
found that most of them are located on high benches far from sources of hydrology that could
lead to the formation of wetlands.
No Action
The no action alternative would not reduce the risk of post fire impacts, including erosion, and
flooding, as well as risk of wildfire spread from invasive species growth, which could destroy or
deteriorate vegetation in wetlands outside of the treatment parcels. Destruction of vegetation in
wetlands would damage habitat for wildlife and lessen the effectiveness of wetlands to filter
pollutants and maintain water quality. However, because the landscape surrounding the treatment
areas in this arid region are not likely to contain many wetlands, the potential for wetland
impacts would be negligible.
Proposed Action
Because there are no wetlands present in the treatment area, there would be no effect on wetlands
from the proposed action. However, the proposed action would reduce the risk of erosion and
runoff that could affect downstream areas that may contain wetlands. Therefore, there could be
negligible, long-term, beneficial effects on wetlands in surrounding areas.
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4.8 Floodplains
EO 11988, Floodplain Management, requires federal agencies to avoid, to the extent possible,
the long- and short-term, adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of
floodplains and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is
a practicable alternative. Based on FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map panel 41063C0075B,
effective February 17, 1988, no treatment parcels are located within mapped 100yearfloodplains. The rivers in the project area are located in deep, steeply incised canyons that
generally have narrow floodplain benches.
No Action Alternative
In the absence of a major wildfire, the no action alternative would not reduce erosion,
sedimentation, or stormwater runoff. Because the floodplains closest to the project area are at the
bottom of steep canyon walls, the effects of the no action alternative would result in minor,
adverse impacts on floodplains. In addition, this alternative would not reduce the risk of spread
of a major wildfire, which could damage vegetation outside of the proposed treatment areas. If a
wildfire were to occur, floodplain vegetation would be destroyed, which would adversely affect
natural floodplain functions. The no action alternative would have a minor impact on
floodplains.
Proposed Action
There are no mapped 100-year floodplains in the proposed treatment areas, and the proposed
action would not directly affect floodplain functions or values. However, the proposed action
would reduce the temporal risk of erosion, sedimentation, and surface runoff that could affect
downstream floodplains. Therefore, there would be minor, long-term, beneficial effects on
floodplains in surrounding areas.

4.9 Wild and Scenic Rivers
The National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (P.L. 90-542; 16 U.S.C. 1271 et seq.) was created
in 1968 to preserve rivers with outstanding natural, cultural, and recreational value in a freeflowing condition.
The Wenaha and Grande Ronde Rivers, including a one-quarter-mile-wide corridor beginning at
the high-water mark on either bank, were designated as National Wild and Scenic Rivers with
the passage of the Omnibus Oregon Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1988 (National Wild and
Scenic Rivers 2016). The Wenaha and Grande Ronde Rivers are free-flowing, with no past or
present major diversions, dams, waterfalls, or culverts (U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of
Land Management [BLM] and USFS 1993; USFS 2015). The Wenaha River is characterized by
a shallow, rocky understructure separated by deep pools (USFS 2015). Temperature and
sediment loads are the limiting factors for fish survival; a lack of woody debris is attributed to
large spring runoffs that move material downriver and scour the channel down to bedrock (USFS
2015).
Both river corridors are used for recreational activities, including hunting, fishing, floating,
boating, and camping. Overnight lodging options are located in Troy and Minam, Oregon;
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however, much of the corridor remains undeveloped with the exception of informal trails created
through time by hunters and fishers (BLM and USFS 1993).
Under the Wild and Scenic Rivers designation, the Wenaha River is broken into three
classifications (Figure 4-2) (USFS 2015):




Wild: the 18.7-mile segment from the confluence of the North and South Fork to the
Umatilla National Forest Boundary.
Scenic: the 2.7-mile segment from the Umatilla National Forest Boundary to the
easternmost boundary of the Wenaha State Wildlife Area.
Recreational: the 0.15-mile segment of the Wenaha River that runs through the town of
Troy is designated as a recreational river to the confluence of the Grande Ronde River.

The Grande Ronde River has also been designated as a National Wild and Scenic River. Under
the Wild and Scenic Rivers designation, the Grande Ronde River is classified into wild and
recreational segments for 43.8 miles from Rondowa, Oregon, (south of the project area, near the
confluence with the Wallowa River) to the boundary with Washington state (BLM and USFS
1993).
No Action
In the absence of a major wildfire, the no action alternative would not reduce erosion,
sedimentation, or stormwater runoff. Because the wild and scenic river reaches closest to the
project area are at the bottom of steep canyons, the effects of the no action alternative would
result in minor, adverse impacts on the wild and scenic river values. In addition, this alternative
would not reduce the risk of spread of a major wildfire, which could damage vegetation outside
of the proposed treatment areas. The no action alternative would have a minor impact on wild
and scenic rivers.
Proposed Action
Treatment parcels are located at elevations at least 550 feet higher in elevation and at least 750
feet horizontally from the Wenaha or Grand Ronde Rivers. Treatment activities would be
conducted away from the edges of treatment parcels, which would further increase the distance of
project activities to the rivers. Effects of the project implementation activities would be short-term
and negligible and would remain localized to the work area. Because of the distance from the
treatment areas to the river, there would be no potential for herbicides to affect the wild and scenic
rivers.
The proposed action would reduce the risks of erosion, sedimentation, and stormwater runoff,
which could otherwise affect downslope river reaches. Therefore, the proposed action would
have a negligible, long-term, beneficial effect on wild and scenic river values.
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Figure 4-2. Wild and Scenic Rivers Designations
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4.10 Vegetation
The project is located within the Blue Mountains ecoregion of Oregon, which is characterized by
variable precipitation and vegetation. The northern portion of the region, where the project area
is located, experiences wetter conditions and can support grasslands at low elevations and dense
forests at high elevations (Soulard 2016). Predominant native vegetation on the upper and northfacing slopes, which comprise most of the project area, includes Douglas fir, ponderosa pine, and
Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis). Trees and snags remaining from the Grizzly Bear Complex
Fire average 12 to 18 inches in diameter at breast height. Lower and south-facing slopes are
characterized by bluebunch wheatgrass (Pseudoroegneria spicata) and arrowleaf balsamroot
(Balsamorhiza sagittate). Within areas that have been subjected to heavy cattle grazing, which is
common in the project area, cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) is the dominant grass species. The
project area includes sites that were seeded immediately after the fire with an annual non-native
grass species (Triticale spp.) that does not persist in the long term.
Much of the native vegetation was destroyed in the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire, and post-fire
vegetation is dominated by invasive species (Figure 4-3). Invasive species, including cheatgrass,
tumble mustard (Sisymbrium altissimum), sulfur cinquefoil (Potentilla recta), rush skeletonweed
(Chondrilla juncea), and medusahead (Taeniatherum caput-medusae) have colonized much of
the burn area. EO 13112, Invasive Species, requires federal agencies to prevent the introduction
of invasive species and provide for their control to minimize the economic, ecological, and
human health impacts that invasive species cause.

Figure 4-3. Representative Vegetation in Project Area
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No Action
Under the no action alternative, soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation would not occur.
Native vegetation would not be reestablished, and invasive grass species would continue to
dominate the project area. Invasive species are often annual species that produce large amounts
of dry biomass that accumulates and contributes to a fire risk greater than areas dominated by
perennial, native bunchgrasses. Under the no action alternative, the risk of wildfire spread would
remain high. Annual grasses do not provide the same degree of soil stabilization, erosion
protection, and stormwater runoff moderation as forest cover and native perennial grasses can;
therefore, erosion and flooding would be more likely to occur under the no action alternative.
Invasive species may also crowd out tree seedlings and delay or prevent natural forest
regeneration. Thus, the no action alternative would have moderate, adverse impacts related to
vegetation.
Proposed Action
The proposed action would replant and reseed project areas with native trees and/or grasses. As
described in Section 3.2, native tree species would include Douglas Fir, western larch, ponderosa
pine, and lodgepole pine. The proposed rangeland seed mix includes thickspike wheatgrass, big
“Sherman” bluegrass, Sandberg bluegrass, and slender wheatgrass. These native plants would
increase perennial grass and forest vegetative cover, which would reduce the risk of erosion and
flooding.
The use of herbicides under the proposed action would affect vegetation, particularly invasive
species found within the treatment areas. Control of invasive species would allow seeded native
grasses and tree seedlings a first chance at the nutrients and water necessary to become
established. Native species of grasses generally have lower risk of fire starts than invasive
species and grow more slowly, reducing the amount of dry, flammable biomass produced. A
landscape dominated by native species of grasses and trees would reduce the risk of wildfire
ignition and rates of spread compared to current conditions. The proposed action would have
short-term, minor impacts on invasive and other plants in the project area and long-term,
moderate benefits to vegetation.

4.11 Fish and Wildlife
Common wildlife species that occur within the Blue Mountains ecoregion include Rocky
Mountain elk (Cervus canadensis), cougar (Puma concolor), black bear (Ursus americanus),
mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus), river otter (Lontra canadensis), blue grouse
(Dendragapus obscurus), and ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) (USFS 2018). The habitat within
the proposed project area is highly degraded from the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire in 2015 and the
spread of invasive plant species; therefore, species diversity in the project area likely has been
reduced.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (MBTA), as amended (16 U.S.C. §§ 703–711), provides
protection for migratory birds and their nests, eggs, and body parts from harm, sale, or other
injurious actions. All native birds, including common species, are protected by the MBTA, and
the project area would support a wide variety of native bird species even in the existing degraded
condition. According to the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) online
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database, some of the migratory bird species that could occur in the project area include bald
eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), Cassin’s finch (Carpodacus cassinii), golden eagle (Aquila
chrysaetos), green-tailed towhee (Pipilo chlorurus), Lewis’s woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis),
olive-sided flycatcher (Contopus cooperi), rufous hummingbird (selasphorus rufus), whiteheaded woodpecker (Picoides albolarvatus), and Williamson’s sapsucker (Sphyrapicus
thyroideus). The nesting season for migratory birds is generally March through August,
depending on the species and location.
The project area includes portions of Bear Creek and abuts the Wenaha River. The Grande
Ronde River is located east and outside of the project area. The Grande Ronde and Wenaha
Rivers are both fish-bearing streams that support Chinook, steelhead, and bull trout, as well as
fish species that are not listed under the ESA, such as trout and whitefish (ODFW 2019). Bear
Creek is a tributary of the Wenaha River and is of sufficient size, flow, and gradient to support
steelhead, potentially Chinook, and other fish use. Listed fish species including Chinook,
steelhead, and bull trout are discussed in Section 4.12. Several mapped, non-fish-bearing streams
are present within the project area. These are generally small, intermittent streams that do not
provide suitable habitat for fish species. Listed salmonids are discussed in Section 4.12.
No Action
Under the no action alternative, habitats that support fish and wildlife would continue to degrade
because of the spread of invasive plants. Native wildlife species rely on native plants for sources
of food and/or habitat, and the spread of invasive plants would continue to limit species
diversity. Because invasive species often outcompete native species, the habitat would remain
degraded for the long term. Invasive species also may be more flammable or contribute fuel
loading that leads to increased risk of wildfire. Additionally, the increased risk of erosion,
sedimentation, stormwater runoff, and flooding under the no action alternative would further
degrade fish and wildlife habitats. The no action alternative would have a moderate adverse
impact on fish and wildlife and their habitats in the long term.
Proposed Action
Noise and activity related to ATV use during planting, seeding, and herbicide application could
disturb wildlife and cause individuals to move from their preferred areas or temporarily change
their behavior. The rugged terrain of the project area provides many topographic changes where
wildlife could move out of sight and hearing of restoration activities within a relatively short
distance. In addition, the impacts would be localized and of a short duration. Additionally, few
wildlife species are expected in the project area as habitat has been degraded from the Grizzly
Bear Complex Fire and the spread of invasive species. Thus, potential impacts on local
populations of wildlife from ATV use would be temporary and minor.
Felling dead whips and poles in heavy timber stands could potentially affect some habitat for
woodpeckers and species that forage on insects that live in dead standing trees. Because the trees
to be felled would be small diameter (whips and poles are generally less than 10 inches in
diameter), the potential to affect cavity nesting or denning species would be minor. Due to the
Grizzly Bear Complex Fire, dead standing timber is not a limiting habitat element in the project
area. If an active bird nest is found within a dead tree, it would not be cut until the young have
fledged; therefore, potential impacts on migratory birds would be negligible. In addition, cut
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timber would be left on the ground, which would provide additional habitat for insects, birds, and
mammals and provide organic matter and nutrients that would support revegetation. No felling
would occur within 100 feet of streams.
Herbicide applications could affect small mammals within the treatment area. Any effects on
small mammals would be minimized by adhering to application quantities and concentrations
stipulated by the label directions. BMPs for herbicide use are outlined in Section 3.2. Any
potential effects would be expected to be minor and temporary as toxicity effects will dissipate
as the herbicides degrade over a short period. Aquatic habitats would be avoided, and riparian
buffer zones would be established to avoid impacts on aquatic habitats. There will be a onequarter mile no spray buffer along the Wenaha River and Bear Creek. For all other streams in the
project area, there will be a no spray buffer of 100 feet for broadcast spray and 50 feet for spot
spray of any herbicides (see Table 3.1). With the implementation of these BMPs, the potential
for adverse effects on terrestrial species or aquatic species would be negligible.
The proposed action would have a minor, long-term benefit on wildlife species by promoting the
growth of native plant species that provide habitat and food for native wildlife species. Soil
stabilization activities would allow native plant species to become reestablished and reduce the
risk of erosion, sedimentation, stormwater runoff, and flooding in and near the project area. This
would benefit both terrestrial and aquatic species.
Additionally, in the long term, the revegetation proposed by the project would help to reduce
erosion and stabilize soils, which would reduce sedimentation and improve instream substrate
conditions in the Wenaha River and Bear Creek. Therefore, the project would not adversely
affect fish and aquatic habitats in the short term and would have minor, long-term, beneficial
effects.

4.12 Threatened and Endangered Species and Critical Habitat
The ESA of 1973 gives USFWS and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) authority for
the protection of threatened and endangered species. This protection includes a prohibition of
direct take (e.g., killing, harassing) and indirect take (e.g., destruction of habitat).
The action area for potential effects on listed species is defined as “all areas to be affected
directly or indirectly by the federal action and not merely the immediate area involved in the
action” (50 CFR § 402.02). The potential physical, chemical, and biological disturbance effects
of this project would be limited to areas within 0.85 miles of project activities based on the
extent of project airborne noise (based on concurrent use of a chain saw and an ATV). This area
also encompasses any potential effects of changes to habitat adjoining treatment areas and effects
from potential drift of pesticides. Effects on plants and aquatic species would be limited to areas
within 150 feet of the proposed activities based on the extent of potential herbicide drift at
maximum wind speed of 10 miles per hour.
The USFWS IPaC online database was used to identify proposed, threatened, and endangered
species in the action area under the jurisdiction of USFWS. The NMFS West Coast Region
endangered species lists and the NMFS Essential Fish Habitat Mapper were consulted to identify
the federally listed species potentially present in the action area under the jurisdiction of NMFS.
All federally listed species that may be in the vicinity of the action area are listed in Table 4.3
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Table 4.3. Federally Listed Species in the Project Area
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status

gray wolf

Canis lupus

Endangered

Canada lynx

Lynx canadensis

Threatened

Coccyzus americanus

Threatened

bull trout

Salvelinus confluentus

Threatened

Snake River steelhead

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Threatened

Snake River fall-run Chinook salmon

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha

Threatened

Snake River spring/summer-run
Chinook salmon

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha

Threatened

MacFarlane’s four-o’clock

Mirabilis macfarlanei

Threatened

Spalding’s catchfly

Silene spaldingii

Threatened

Mammals

Birds
yellow-billed cuckoo
Fish

Plants

Neither Canada lynx nor yellow-billed cuckoo are expected to occur within the action area
because there is no suitable habitat present. Designated critical habitat for Canada lynx and
proposed critical habitat for yellow-billed cuckoo does not occur within the action area. While
gray wolves may be present in the action area, gray wolves are not protected under the ESA in
the Eastern Oregon region and are not considered further in this EA. Therefore, there would be
no effect on Canada lynx, yellow-billed cuckoo, listed gray wolf, or designated critical habitats
for these species from any of the alternatives.
Within the action area, the Wenaha River include designated critical habitat for steelhead, bull
trout, and Snake River spring/summer-run Chinook salmon. Bear Creek is designated critical
habitat for steelhead and Snake River spring/summer-run Chinook salmon. Critical habitat for
Snake River fall-run Chinook salmon is limited to the mainstem of the Grande Ronde River
outside of the action area.
Habitat conditions for the threatened and endangered species that could occur in the project area
are listed below.
Bull trout: Bull trout require cold water (less than 59 to 64 degrees Fahrenheit), unblocked
migratory corridors, clean gravel for spawning and rearing, and stable stream flows. The project
area overlaps with designated critical habitat for bull trout on the Wenaha River (USFWS
2018a). Bull trout are documented in the mainstem Grande Ronde and Wenaha Rivers.
Snake River steelhead: Steelhead prefer rearing habitat that is complex, with gravel and cobble
substrates centered on faster moving pools with boulder and wood obstructions to reduce flows
and concentrate prey. There are documented occurrences of summer steelhead at least 2 miles up
Bear Creek and in all of the Wenaha and Grande Ronde Rivers. Juvenile steelhead can be present
at any time of the year since they spend one or more full years rearing in freshwater prior to
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migrating to sea. The Wenaha River and lower Bear Creek have designated critical habitat for
steelhead, and their presence is presumed year-round.
Snake River fall-run Chinook salmon: Fall-run Chinook salmon are documented in the Grande
Ronde and Wenaha Rivers. Fall-run Chinook salmon are not known to spawn in the Wenaha
River or Bear Creek, but juvenile fall-run Chinook salmon could venture into the Wenaha River
or Bear Creek for a short time in spring prior to seaward migration. Critical habitat has been
designated in the mainstem Grande Ronde River but not the Wenaha River or Bear Creek.
Spring/Summer-run Chinook salmon: Spring/summer-run Chinook salmon remain in their
natal streams for their first summer of life prior to migrating to the sea. They are documented
within the Wenaha Basin and its tributaries. Although Chinook have not been documented in
Bear Creek, the creek could be used as rearing habitat. Designated critical habitat for
spring/summer-run Chinook salmon includes the Wenaha River and lower portions of Bear
Creek within the action area.
MacFarlane’s four-o’clock (Mirabilis macfarlanei): Habitat for MacFarlane’s four-o’clock
consists of warm and dry steep river canyon habitats. According to local experts, including
J. Hustufa, USFS botanist, and USFWS staff (personal communication, March 26, 2019 and
March 27, 2019), Mirabilis habitat and the plant itself has not been reported in the area, nor is it
suspected to be there. The species is known or believed to occur within 25 miles of the project
area (USFWS 2018a). Critical habitat has not been designated for this species.
Spalding’s catchfly (Silene spaldingii): Spalding’s catchfly is a leafy perennial plant found in
open, moist grasslands and occasionally sage-brush steppe communities. The species is generally
found in swales or on north- or east- facing slopes where soil moisture is relatively higher.
Spalding’s catchfly is not documented within the action area; however, there is a documented
presence approximately 1 mile east of the project area. Suitable habitat was likely present in this
location prior to the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire and a subsequent broadcast herbicide treatment.
Based on the habitat and close proximity to a documented occurrence, the Spalding’s catchfly
presence is feasible at this location. Figure 4-4 shows potential habitat in the project area based
on modeling conducted by USFS (Jerry Hustufa - USFS 2019). USFWS has an ongoing contract
to survey for Spalding’s catchfly in Wallowa County, including some of the affected area for this
project. A 150-foot no spray buffer would be applied around any Spalding’s catchfly plant
identified in the project area. Critical habitat has not been designated for this species.
Essential Fish Habitat: Under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
Essential Fish Habitat is defined as “those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning,
breeding, feeding or growth to maturity.” The proposed treatment area contains two fish-bearing
streams, the Wenaha River and the Grande Ronde River. The Grande Ronde River provides
spawning and rearing habitat for spring and fall Chinook salmon, summer steelhead, and
rainbow trout (USFWS No Date [a]). Wild runs of Chinook, bull trout, and steelhead occur in the
Wenaha River (USFWS No Date [b]).
No Action
Under the no action alternative, the habitats that support threatened and endangered species
would continue to degrade from the spread of invasive plants. Invasive species may be more
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flammable or contribute fuel loading that leads to increased risk of wildfire. Additionally, the
increased risk of erosion, sedimentation, stormwater runoff, and flooding under the no action
alternative would further degrade habitat for listed species. The no action alternative would have
a moderate adverse impact on threatened and endangered species and their habitats both within
and outside of the project area.
Proposed Action
The proposed action would not include any in-water work; therefore, physical habitat elements
would not be changed and there would be no short-term adverse impact on water quality. Tree
replanting and seeding would be expected to increase native riparian vegetation and reduce the
potential for sedimentation over the long term. Potential direct and indirect effects on bull trout,
steelhead, or Chinook salmon would be limited to the negligible potential for herbicides to affect
these fish species or their prey. Herbicides have the potential to cause minor sublethal effects to
fish through drift or runoff.
However, most of the proposed treatment areas are located more than one-quarter mile from fishbearing streams. There would be a 0.25 mile no-spray buffer for herbicides near the Wenaha
River and Bear Creek. For all other streams in the project area, 100-foot no spray buffers for
broadcast spraying and 50-foot no spray buffers for spot spraying would be applied. Herbicide
application would be restricted to dry summer months when there is less precipitation and
therefore less potential to transport herbicides into streams. Because any herbicide application
would be at least 0.25 miles from the creeks and rivers and with implementation of BMPs for
herbicide application described in Section 3.2.3, the proposed action will have no effect on bull
trout, steelhead, or Chinook salmon.
The use of herbicides could potentially affect Spalding’s catchfly if it is present within the
treatment areas; no herbicide applications would be allowed within 150 feet of locations where
listed plant species are observed. In addition, only spot spraying of herbicides would be allowed
within potentially suitable habitat; no broadcast spraying of herbicides would occur in these
areas. Reestablishment of native plant species could improve habitat conditions for MacFarlane’s
four-o’clock and Spalding’s catchfly, which could encourage colonization of these species. With
implementation of these BMPs, the proposed action would have no effect on MacFarlane’s fouro’clock and Spalding’s catchfly.
The proposed action would not result in the destruction or adverse modification of designated
critical habitat for bull trout, Snake River steelhead, and Snake River spring/summer-run
Chinook salmon. No in-water work would be conducted, and herbicides would be applied away
from waterbodies. Any potential effects of herbicide applications on ESA-listed aquatic or their
designated critical habitats would be avoided with implementation of BMPs, which include 0.25
mile no-spray buffers adjacent to the Wenaha River and Bear Creek.
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Figure 4-4. Suitable Habitat for Spalding’s Catchfly near the Project Area
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4.13 Cultural Resources
This section provides an overview of potential environmental effects on cultural resources,
including historic properties and archeological resources. Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (16 U.S.C. § 470f), requires that activities using federal
funds undergo a review process to consider potential effects on historic properties that are listed
in or may be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Cultural resources
include prehistoric or historic archeology sites; historic standing structures; historic districts;
objects; artifacts; cultural properties of historic or traditional significance, referred to as
Traditional Cultural Properties that may have religious or cultural significance to federally
recognized Indian Tribes; or other physical evidence of human activity considered to be
important to culture, subculture, or community for scientific, traditional, religious, or other
reasons.
Pursuant to 36 CFR 800.4(a)(1), an area of potential effect (APE) was defined to include the
areas within which the undertaking may directly or indirectly affect cultural resources. Within
the APE, impacts on cultural resources were evaluated for both historic structures (aboveground
cultural resources) and archaeology (belowground cultural resources).
The project area is in the ceded territory of the Nez Perce Tribe whose headquarters today are
located in Lapwai, Idaho, but whose homeland includes the Wallowa Valley. The Nez Perce
Tribe has occupied their homeland since time immemorial, and archaeological evidence confirms
that ancestors of the Nez Perce have lived in the region for at least 11,000 years (Ames et al.
1981; Davis and Schweger 2004). Numerous Nez Perce ancestral sites are located along the
Wallowa River and its vicinity, and this river has long been an important fishery, as well as an
area used for gathering and hunting. The traditional economy in the mountains and valleys of the
Nez Perce homeland was based on a seasonal cycle of fishing (primarily salmon), gathering
plants (roots, berries, medicines, and other flora), and hunting (primarily deer and elk as well as
small game and birds) (Walker 1998: 420-421).
The study area lies just east of the traditional homeland of the Sahaptin speaking Walla Walla
and Cayuse people (Hunn et al. 2015:176), who are today represented by the Confederated
Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR), who also include the Umatilla.
Traditionally, these Tribes lived on both sides of the Columbia and Snake rivers and their
islands, as well as tributaries to the Snake and Columbia and adjoining uplands, including the
Blue and Wallowa Mountains (Hodge 1910:866; Hunn and French 1998:378; Mooney 1996:744;
Ray 1938; Stern 1998; Walker 1998:396).
The first European Americans in the broader region were members of the Lewis and Clark Corps
of Discovery, who crossed Alpowa Ridge to the north on their return journey of 1806. Fur
trappers with the Northwest Company and Hudson Bay Company traveled through the region
beginning in the 1810s. Permanent settlement however, did not occur in the project vicinity for
several more decades. The earliest permanent settlement in the Grouse Flat area northwest of the
project began in the early 1890s, when William Adams established a camp at Elk Horn Springs,
two miles from the Grande Ronde River (McArthur and McArthur 2003; Tucker 1940:55). In the
early 1900s, the timber industry was maturing in the Blue Mountain region (Powell 2008b). This
was the impetus for more permanent settlement in the project vicinity as homesteaders sought to
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make a living from the vast timber stands and fertile agricultural land. In 1907, the Blue
Mountains Forest Reserve (present-day Umatilla National Forest) was established and managed
by the USFS (Powell 2008a). Lands in the survey areas were issued to claimants in the late
1910s. All of the land in the current survey area was claimed under the Homestead Act of 1862.
The area experienced little additional growth in the twentieth century.
The ODFW-owned parcels were surveyed as part of a larger post-fire timber salvage project in
2015. This survey identified two archaeological sites in or immediately adjacent to areas
proposed for replanting. Sites included the location of a former lumber mill and homestead and
the remains of another historic homestead (archaeological sites 35WA1444 and 35WA1445).
Neither of these sites were evaluated for National Register of Historic Places eligibility, but the
2015 study recommended that both be avoided (Jerofke 2015). Privately owned lands included in
the proposed action had not been surveyed previously, and a pedestrian survey was conducted on
all portions of private lands planned for replanting (326 acres). The pedestrian survey discovered
no evidence of archaeological resources within the privately-owned areas (Ogle et al. 2018). The
proposed project would not affect any historic built environment features or structures.
On October 5, 2018, FEMA notified the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
and the Nez Perce Tribe about the proposed action and welcomed their comments and requested
any additional information about cultural resources. On November 14, 2018, FEMA sent the
draft cultural resources report to the two tribes for their review. The Nez Perce Tribe responded
on November 28, 2018 with several corrections and concerns regarding the report. The
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation did not respond.
Additional consultation with the Nez Perce Tribe occurred on December 21, 2018 and March 27,
2019, which resulted in amending the cultural resources report. The State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) concurred with FEMA’s findings (December 11, 2018) that the project will
likely have no effect on archaeological resources as long as archaeological sites 35WA1444 and
35WA1445 are flagged for avoidance prior to project implementation. The final version of
cultural resources report was produced on May 10, 2019. FEMA submitted the final version of
the report to SHPO and the Nez Perce Tribe on May 22, 2019 (see Appendix A for agency and
tribal correspondence).
No Action
The no action alternative would have no effect on cultural resources because there would be no
work conducted.
Proposed Action
The proposed action would avoid the two sites identified in the 2015 survey. No other historic
sites or archaeological resources were found within the proposed planting areas. Seeding
treatments would have no effect on cultural resources. Although the Nez Perce Tribe raised
concerns about the level of effort in identifing the potential for effects on unknown traditional
cultural properties or other tribal resources, no additional information was provided to FEMA to
warrant further investigation. The SHPO concurred (December 11, 2018) with FEMA’s finding
the proposed action will have no effect on historic resources.
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The Nez Perce raised concerns about the potential for effects on unknown traditional cultural
properties or other tribal resources. No additional information was provided. However, FEMA
would require a cultural resource monitor to be present during tree-planting activities. With a
monitor present, the potential to adversely affect a cultural resource will be avoided, and there
would be no adverse effects on cultural resources.

4.14 Environmental Justice
Environmental justice is defined by EO 12898, Environmental Justice, (59 Federal Register
7629) and CEQ guidance (1997). Under EO 12898, demographic information is used to
determine whether minority or low-income populations are present in the areas potentially
affected by the range of project alternatives. If so, a determination must be made whether
implementation of the program alternatives may cause disproportionately high and adverse
human health or environmental impacts on those populations.
This environmental justice analysis is focused at the local (i.e., census tract) level. The local area
included in this analysis is where project-related impacts would occur, potentially causing an
adverse and disproportionately high effect on neighboring minority and low-income populations.
Minority or low-income census tracts are defined as meeting either or both of the following
criteria:



The census tract contains 50 percent or more minority persons or 25 percent or more lowincome persons.
The percentage of minority or low-income persons in any census tract is more than 10
percent greater than the average of the surrounding county.

CEQ (1997) defines the term “minority” as persons from any of the following groups: Black,
Asian or Pacific Islander, American Indian or Alaskan Native, and Hispanic. For the purposes of
this analysis, minority includes all people who do not identify themselves as “white alone,” plus
Hispanics and Latinos who identify themselves as white alone.
The project area is encompassed by census tract 9602 in Wallowa County, which includes the
proposed treatment areas and adjacent residential areas. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 provide
demographic and economic characteristics for census tract 9602 (U.S. Census Bureau 2011–
2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates). Information for Wallowa County is
presented for comparison.
As shown in Table 4.4, census tract 9602 has a total minority population of 5.2 percent, which is
slightly lower than the 6.4 percent minority population in the county as a whole (EPA 2019).
Therefore, the project area would not be considered to contain an environmental justice minority
population.
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Table 4.4. Minority Populations
Race

Wallowa County
Census Tract 9602

Wallowa County

Population

Percentage

Population

Percentage

Total Population

1,867

--

6,836

--

White

1,772

94.9%

6,407

93.7%

Black or African American

0

0.0%

27

0.4%

Asian

3

0.2%

15

0.2%

American Indian and Alaska
Native

24

1.3%

29

0.4 %

Native Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander

1

0.1%

1

0.0%

Some Other Race/Multiracial

30

1.6%

200

2.9%

37

2.0%

174

2.5%

Hispanic

1

2,3

24
5.2%
412
6.4%
Total Minority Population
Notes:
1
The terms Hispanic and Latino can apply to members of any race, including respondents who self-identified as
“White.” The total numbers of Hispanic and Latino residents for each geographic region are tabulated
separately from the racial distribution by the U.S. Census Bureau.
2
A minority is defined in CEQ’s environmental justice guidance as a member of the following population
groups: American Indian/Alaskan Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Black (non-Hispanic), or Hispanic (CEQ
1997).
3
“Total Minority” includes all people who are not “White alone,” plus Hispanics and Latinos who identify as
white alone.

Residents of areas with a high percentage of people living below the poverty level may be
considered a low-income population. The U.S. Census Bureau poverty threshold for a family of
four (two adults and two children under the age of 18) in 2017 was $24,858 and $12,752 for an
individual (U.S. Census Bureau 2018). Low-income populations are considered to include
residents of areas where the median family income is less than 60 percent of the median income
of the surrounding area. Table 4.5 shows the median household income in census tract 9602 and
in Wallowa County as a whole. The median household income within the census tract is slightly
higher than in the county; therefore, there would not be a low-income population within the
project area.
Table 4.5. Low-Income Populations
Parameter
Percentage of population below
poverty level
Median household income

Wallowa County
Tract 9602

Wallowa County

3%

14.6%

$45,000

$42,349
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No Action
Because no minority or low-income populations occur in or near the project area, the no action
alternative would have no effect on minority and low-income populations.
Proposed Action
Because no minority or low-income populations occur in or near the project area, the proposed
action would have no effect on minority and low-income populations.

4.15 Hazardous Materials
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, as amended by
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, and the Toxic Substances Control Act
define hazardous materials. The Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, which was further amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments, defines hazardous wastes. In general, both hazardous materials and waste include
substances that, because of their quantity, concentration, physical, chemical, or infectious
characteristics, may present substantial danger to public health or to the environment when
released or otherwise improperly managed.
Hazardous materials may be encountered in the course of a project or they may be generated by
project activities. To determine whether any hazardous waste facilities exist in the vicinity or
upgradient of the proposed treatment parcels or whether there is a known and documented
environmental issue or concern that could affect the proposed treatment parcels, a search for
Superfund sites, toxic release inventory sites, industrial water dischargers, hazardous facilities or
sites, and multiactivity sites was conducted using the EPA Envirofacts database. According to
the Envirofacts database, no hazardous sites, including Superfund, toxic release, industrial water
dischargers, hazardous waste, or multiactivity sites, exist within the proposed treatment parcels
or within the vicinity of these areas.
No Action
No active hazardous sites were identified within the project areas that would potentially affect
the existing environment. Under the no action alternative, existing conditions with respect to
hazardous materials would not change. There would be no soil stabilization or forest
rehabilitation work conducted; therefore, there would be no potential for release of hazardous
materials from equipment or vehicles.
Proposed Action
Under the proposed action, no impacts from waste storage and disposal sites would occur
because no hazardous facilities are in or near the proposed treatment parcels. If site
contamination or evidence of contamination is discovered during implementation of the
proposed action, the county would manage the contamination in accordance with the
requirements of the governing local, state, and federal regulations and guidelines.
The proposed action would involve the use of mechanical equipment such as chain saws and
vehicles. There is always a negligible threat of leaks of oils, fuels, and lubricants from the use of
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such equipment. The short-term duration of equipment use at any individual treatment area and
the use of equipment in good condition would reduce any potential effect to an insignificant
level. Any spills during implementation would be contained and cleaned right away. BMPs such
as a spill prevention plan would address any potential effects from spills during construction.
Herbicides would be applied per the BMPs listed in Section 3.2.3.

4.16 Noise
Sounds that disrupt normal activities or otherwise diminish the quality of the environment are
considered noise. Noise events that occur during the night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) are more
bothersome than those that occur during normal waking hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.). Typical noise
events in the project area are presently associated with climatic conditions such as wind and rain.
Assessment of noise impacts includes the proximity of the proposed action to sensitive receptors.
A sensitive receptor is defined as an area of frequent human use that would benefit from a
lowered noise level. Typical sensitive receptors include residences, schools, churches, hospitals,
and libraries. Sensitive receptors near the project area consist of scattered rural residences.
No Action
Under the no action alternative, no forest rehabilitation and soil stabilization work would occur
at the project area; thus, there would be no change in existing noise levels that could affect
sensitive receptors in the project area.
Proposed Action
Under the proposed action, noise would be generated by operation of equipment, such as
vehicles and chain saws, which would increase noise levels within the immediate vicinity of the
work. For most of the project areas, there are no receptors or only one or two residences within
hearing distance of the proposed work. Increases in noise levels would be temporary and would
occur during normal waking hours. In addition, the noises generated by the proposed action
would be typical of normal forestry or rangeland management activities. Therefore, impacts from
noise on receptors near the project areas would be negligible. In addition, BMPs would be
implemented during forest rehabilitation and soil stabilization activities and all equipment and
machinery used would meet all applicable local, state, and federal noise control regulations.

4.17 Public Health and Safety
Wallowa County has a history of wildfires. In the event of a wildfire, there is an increased risk to
public safety, emergency responders, and firefighters. Additionally, the risk of erosion,
sedimentation, stormwater runoff, and flooding in the project area is high due to the loss of
native vegetation and the increase in invasive species associated with the Grizzly Bear Complex
Fire. Heavy rain following wildfires can contribute to surface erosion and surface runoff, which
could potentially lead to landslides, leading to sediment and debris transport in nearby waterways
(Geertsema and Highland 2011). This influx in debris can affect downstream water quality and
damage structures, roads, and utilities critical to the safety and well-being of citizens in and
downgradient of the project area. Vegetation loss from wildfires can also lead to increased
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flooding as vegetation reduces runoff by absorbing rainfall (FEMA 2012). These impacts
potentially threaten human life and property.
No Action
Under the no action alternative, there would be no reduction in the risks associated with erosion,
and flooding. In addition, the spread of invasive species may promote the spread of a future
wildfire, which can result in the loss of life and property. If a wildfire occurs, people and
structures in and near the fire would be at risk. Wildfires can generate substantial amounts of
particulate matter, which can affect the health of people breathing smoke-laden air. Therefore,
the health of people downwind of a wildfire, especially young children, the elderly, and people
with lung disease or asthma, could be adversely affected. Wildfires can also generate substantial
amounts of carbon monoxide, which can pose a health concern for frontline firefighters. During a
major wildfire, emergency personnel would not be available to respond to other emergencies in
their service area, potentially resulting in indirect impacts on human health and property. Under
the no action alternative there would be minor to moderate adverse impacts on public health and
safety.
Proposed Action
Herbicide use could affect public health if not applied properly. BMPs would be used to limit the
potential risks associated with herbicide use (see Sections 3.2.3). Recreational access, including
trails and hunting access, would be closed during application of herbicides to avoid public
exposure. Therefore, potential impacts related to herbicide application would be negligible,
short-term, localized to the application area, and unlikely to affect public health and safety.
The primary objective of the proposed action is to stabilize soils and rehabilitate forests to reduce
the potential for erosion, sedimentation, stormwater runoff, and flooding hazards associated with
the post-fire effects of the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire. Because the proposed action would also
replace invasive species, which are typically more flammable than native species, with native
vegetation, there would be a reduction in the risk of wildfire spread. If wildfires are smaller or
more easily controlled, there would be a minor benefit on public health and safety. The proposed
action would create a safer environment for residents and visitors in the project area and would
have a minor, long-term, beneficial effect on public health and safety.

4.18 Summary of Effects and Mitigation
Table 4.6 provides a summary of the potential environmental effects from implementation of the
proposed action, any required agency coordination efforts or permits, and any applicable
proposed mitigation or BMPs.
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Table 4.6. Summary of Effects and Mitigation
Affected
Impacts
Agency
Mitigation/BMPs
Environmental
Coordination/
Resource
Permits
Area
•

No measurable impacts on
geology or soils. Minor, longterm beneficial effects on
soils and geology from the
reestablishment and
protection of native
vegetation.

N/A

Negligible, short-term,
adverse impacts from vehicle
and equipment use and
activities contributing to the
release of fugitive dust.
Minor, long-term, beneficial
effects from the reduced risk
of wildfire spread.

N/A

Climate Change

Negligible, short-term,
adverse impacts on climate.
Minor, long-term, beneficial
effects on regional climate
change from reduced risk of
wildfire spread.

N/A

•

Visual Quality
and Aesthetics

Negligible, short- and longterm, beneficial effects.

N/A

N/A

Surface Waters
and Water
Quality

Short-term, negligible,
adverse impacts on surface
waters and water quality from
herbicide use.

N/A

•

Geology and
Soils

Air Quality

•

•

•

Long-term, moderate
beneficial effects due to
revegetation and soil
stabilization.

•

•

•

•
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Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to minimize
and avoid potential effects
(Section 3.2).
Work would not be
conducted on steep slopes
to prevent soil erosion.
Crews would keep ATV
running times to a minimum
and ensure that all engines
are properly maintained.
Backpack sprayers would
be operated via pump or
battery and would have no
fuel emissions.
Backpack sprayers would
be operated via pump and
battery.

Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to avoid and
minimize potential effects on
surface waters (Section
3.2).
No spraying of herbicides
within one-quarter mile of
the Wenaha River or Bear
Creek.
No broadcast spraying of
herbicides within 100 feet of
any other streams in the
project area.
No spot treatment with
herbicides within 50 feet of
any other streams in the
project area.
ATVs would be used and
parked away from
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Affected Environment, Potential Impacts, and Mitigation
Affected
Impacts
Environmental
Resource
Area

Agency
Mitigation/BMPs
Coordination/
Permits

•

Wetlands

Negligible, long-term,
beneficial effects on wetlands
in surrounding areas.

N/A

N/A

Floodplains

Minor, long-term, beneficial
effects on floodplains in
surrounding areas.

N/A

N/A

Wild and Scenic
Rivers

Negligible, long-term,
beneficial effects on wild and
scenic river values.

N/A

N/A

Vegetation

Short-term, minor, adverse
impacts on existing invasive
and other plant species.

N/A

N/A

N/A

•

waterbodies to prevent soil
disturbance and fuel or
lubricant leaks from
reaching surface waters.
Refueling and staging areas
would be located away from
waterbodies.

Moderate, long-term benefits
on vegetation communities.
Fish and Wildlife

Minor, short-term, adverse
impacts from noise and
activity related to ATV use.
Negligible, adverse impacts
from felling dead standing
trees and herbicide use.

•
•

Minor, long-term benefits
from improving native plant
communities.

Threatened and
Endangered
Species

No effect on bull trout, Snake
River steelhead, Snake River
fall-run Chinook salmon,
Snake River spring/summerrun Chinook salmon,
MacFarlane’s four-o’clock,
and Spalding’s catchfly.

•

USFS/ NMFS
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•

•

Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to avoid and
minimize potential effects
(Section 3.2).
All in-water work would be
avoided.
Felling dead trees with
active bird nests would be
avoided.
No felling would occur within
100 feet of streams.
Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to avoid and
minimize potential harm to
listed species (Section 3.2).
No spraying of herbicides
within one-quarter mile of
the Wenaha River or Bear
Creek would occur.
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Affected Environment, Potential Impacts, and Mitigation
Affected
Impacts
Environmental
Resource
Area

Agency
Mitigation/BMPs
Coordination/
Permits
•

No adverse modification of
designated critical habitat for
bull trout, Snake River
steelhead, and Snake River
spring/summer-run Chinook
salmon.

•

No effect on the gray wolf,
Canada lynx, or yellow-billed
cuckoo because these
species do not occur in the
action area.

•

•

•

Cultural
Resources

No adverse effect on historic
resources.

N/A

Environmental
Justice

No effects.

N/A

N/A

Hazardous
Materials

Negligible to minor, shortterm, potential adverse
impacts from potential leaks
and spills from equipment.

N/A

•

•

•
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Herbicides would not be
broadcast sprayed within
100 feet or spot sprayed
within 50 feet of any other
stream within the project
area.
Herbicide application would
occur in summer months.
No herbicides would be
applied within 150 feet of
observed Spalding’s
catchfly; only spot-spraying
would be allowed in
potentially suitable habitat
for Spalding’s catchfly.
In-water work would not be
conducted.

Known historic sites would
be avoided.
A cultural resources monitor
would be present during
tree-planting activities.

BMPs such as a spill
prevention plan would
address any potential
effects from spills during
construction.
Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to avoid and
minimize potential effects
(Section 3.2).
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Affected Environment, Potential Impacts, and Mitigation
Affected
Impacts
Environmental
Resource
Area

Agency
Mitigation/BMPs
Coordination/
Permits

Noise

N/A

Negligible, temporary
impacts from increased noise
levels in the immediate
vicinity of the work.

•

•

Public Health
and Safety

Negligible, short-term,
adverse effects due to
herbicide use.

N/A

Minor, long-term, beneficial
effect.

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
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•

•

All machinery used would
meet applicable local, state,
and federal noise control
regulations.
Noise-producing equipment
would be used during
normal waking hours.
Herbicide BMPs would be
implemented to avoid and
minimize potential effects
(Section 3.2).
Treated areas would be
closed to public access
during herbicide application.
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SECTION 5

Cumulative Impacts

This section addresses the potential cumulative impacts associated with the implementation of
the proposed action. Cumulative impacts under NEPA are defined as the impacts of a proposed
action when combined with impacts of past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions
undertaken by any agency or person. CEQ’s regulations for implementing NEPA require an
assessment of cumulative effects during the decision-making process for federal projects.
Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions.
The project area consists of private and state-owned land, and the parcels surrounding the project
area are primarily owned by BLM and USFS. The proposed treatment parcels are adjacent to
land owned by federal, state, and local goverments as well as private property owners (Figure
1-2.).
The federal government previously has implemented similar stabilization and forest
rehabilitation projects on federal lands within the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire burn area.
Activities included seeding, planting, and herbicide application for invasive species control on
over 800 acres. ODFW has implemented some forest and range rehabilitation work on stateowned land as have some private landowners in the burn area. These projects would have had
similar short-term impacts and long-term benefits as those described for the proposed action.
Adverse cumulative impacts would be unlikely because the adverse effects are short-term and
there would be considerable temporal and spatial separation between activities.
Previous federal, state, and private activities would have resulted in long-term, net beneficial
effects and would have complemented the proposed action by reducing invasive species and the
risk of erosion, landslides, and flooding and the spread of a major wildfire in the area. Therefore,
there would be a long-term, cumulative beneficial effect that could be minor to moderate in its
effect on the watershed.
It is not anticipated that there will be additional soil stabilization or forest rehabilitation work
near the proposed project area in the foreseeable future related to the Grizzly Bear Complex Fire.
However, Wallowa County has adopted the Wallowa County Community Wildfire Protection
Plan (Wallowa County 2006), which supports efforts to control noxious weeds with herbicide
applications and reestablish native vegetation to stabilize ground disturbed by wildfire. Future
invasive weed management activities in the county would have similar short-term, adverse
impacts as the proposed action with respect to air quality, vegetation, fish and wildlife,
hazardous materials, and public health and safety. It is unlikely that there would be significant
cumulative adverse impacts because the effects would be short-term and there would be
considerable temporal and spatial separation between activities.
The planting activities and herbicide use proposed would have only short-term, negligible or
minor, adverse effects on geology, soils, air quality, climate change, surface waters and water
quality, fish and wildlife, threatened and endangered species, hazardous materials, noise, and
public health and safety. These effects would be similar to those resulting from other federal,
state, and private activities to stabilize soils, control invasive species, and revegetate with native
plants within the burn area. There would be no cumulative adverse impacts from these short-term
effects because they would be sufficiently separated temporally and spatially. Long-term effects
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
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Cumulative Impacts
would be beneficial and could be cumulatively beneficial with other soil stabilization and forest
rehabilitation projects.
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SECTION 6

Agency Coordination, Public Involvement,
and Permits

This section provides a summary of the agency coordination efforts and public involvement
process for the proposed Josephine County Forestry Fuels Reduction Project draft EA. In
addition, an overview of the permits that would be required under the proposed action is
included.

6.1 Agency Coordination
Appendix A provides copies of all agency and tribal response and coordination letters for this
EA. In addition to federal and state agencies, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation and the Nez Perce Tribe were also contacted regarding the potential for impacts to
cultural resources. As described in Section 4.12, FEMA initially consulted with NMFS and
USFWS on potential effects on threatened and endangered species. FEMA withdrew its request
for consultation with USFWS and NMFS on May 15, 2019 based on changes to the proposed
scope of work. Those changes are reflected in the proposed action described in this EA. FEMA
concluded that the revised action would have No Effect on any ESA-listed species.

6.2 Public Participation
In accordance with NEPA, FEMA will release this draft EA to the public and resource agencies
for a 30-day public review and comment period. Comments on this draft EA will be incorporated
into the final EA, as appropriate. This draft EA reflects the evaluation and assessment of the
federal government, the decisionmaker for the federal action; however, FEMA will take into
consideration any substantive comments received during the public review period to inform the
final decision regarding grant approval and project implementation. If no substantive comments
are received from the public and/or agency reviewers, this draft EA will be assumed to be final
and a FONSI will be issued by FEMA.
The public information process for the proposed project will include public notices in the
Wallowa County Chieftain and the La Grande Observer. The notice will also be available on the
community board located on the first floor of the Wallowa County Courthouse at 101 South
River Street Enterprise, Oregon; and at the Post Offices in Enterprise, Wallowa, and Joseph,
Oregon. The notice will invite the public to submit their comments about the proposed action,
potential impacts, and proposed mitigation measures so that they may be considered and
evaluated.
Wallowa County will make the draft EA available on their website at: https://co.wallowa.or.us/.
The draft EA will also be available on FEMA’s website. Hard copies of the draft EA will be
made available at the Wallowa County Courthouse at 101 South River Street Enterprise, Oregon
and at the Enterprise Public Library at 101 NE 1st Street, Enterprise, Oregon. The comment
period will start when the public notice is published and extend for 30 days.
Comments on the draft EA may be submitted to fema-r10-ehp-comments@fema.dhs.gov. Please
include “Wallowa County” in the subject line. Comments may also be submitted via mail to:
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
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Agency Coordination, Public Involvement, and Permits
FEMA Region 10
Attention: Deputy Regional Environmental Officer
130 - 228th Street SW
Bothell, WA 98021

6.3 Permits
Wallowa County will obtain any necessary local, state, or federal permits needed to conduct the
proposed work. At this time, no local, state, or federal permits appear to be necessary to
implement the proposed Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project.
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SECTION 7

List of Preparers

The following is a list of preparers who contributed to the development of the Wallowa County
Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation draft EA for FEMA. The individuals listed below had
principal roles in the preparation of this document. Many others had significant roles and
contributions, and their efforts were no less important to the development of this EA. These
others include senior managers, administrative support personnel, and technical staff.

Preparers
Argiroff, Emma1

Experience
and Expertise

Role in Preparation

Environmental Planner

NEPA Documentation

Senior Environmental
Scientist

Biological Resources

Ellis, Dave2

Senior Archaeologist

Cultural Resources

Kahlo, Ryan

Biologist

Threatened and Endangered Species

Ogle, Todd2

Archaeologist

Cultural Resources

Regel, Megan1

Environmental Planner

NEPA Documentation

Sandstrom, Sarah3

Senior Fisheries Biologist

Threatened and Endangered Species

Stenberg, Kate Ph.D.1

Senior Biologist, Senior
Planner

Project Manager, Technical Review

Caudill, Mandi

1

1

CDM Smith
Cultural Resource Associates
3 Watershed Company
2 Willamette

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Reviewers

Role in Preparation

Gall, Barry

Technical Review and Approval

Kilner, Science

Technical Review

Eberlein, Mark

Technical Review and Approval
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Appendix A
Agency and Tribal Correspondence

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Region X
130 228 th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 9802 1

FEMA
October 5, 2018
Honorable Shannon Wheeler
Nez Perce Tribe
P.O. Box 305
Lapwai, Idaho, 83540
RE:

Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project, Wallowa County
FEMA Fire Mitigation Assistance Grant (FMAG) #5107-3-R

Dear Chairman Wheeler:
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security's Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is
proposing to fund the Wallowa County Emergency Services (County), through the Oregon Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) for a soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation project in Wallowa
County (Undertaking). This funding is available from FEMA's Fire Mitigation Assistance Grant
Program (FMAG) through Fire Management Disaster Declaration FM-5107-OR. The proposed
Undertaking is being reviewed pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), as amended.

Proposed Undertaking
The proposed Undertaking will address multiple locations delineated on the enclosed map, which are
on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) or privately-owned land. The project will
entail herbicide treatment, reseeding by hand (no ground disturbance), and replanting trees (minimal
ground disturbance).
Area of Potential Effects
The County has proposed an Area of Potential Effects (APE) for cultural resources consisting of 809
acres proposed for replanting. FEMA has determined the APE was developed with due diligence.
Historic Property Identification and Evaluation
FEMA's contractor, Willamette CRA has conducted systematic pedestrian surveys of all proposed
replanting areas on private land (326 acres). The ODFW-owned land (483 acres) was subject to a
previous archaeological survey immediately following the Grizzly Bear Complex fire and will be
incorporated into the final report. The Tribe is invited to share further information regarding cultural
resources of religious or cultural interest to the Tribe in or near the APE that may be impacted by the
undertaking. Any information provided would be subject to Tribe-requested dissemination restrictions,
and may be used to inform identification and evaluation efforts and help determine project effects.

www.fema.gov

Chairman Wheeler
10/5/2018
Page 2 of2
We respectfully request the Tribe's comment and to assist with your review please find enclosed project
area maps. Upon completion of the archaeological investigation, FEMA will review the results and
provide the Tribe an opportunity to review and comment on the findings. Please feel free to contact me
if you have any questions at mark.eberlein@fema.dhs.gov or 425-487-4735.
Sincerely,
Digitally signed by MARK G

MARK G EBERLEIN EBERLEIN

Date: 2018.1 o.os 07:34:40 -07'00'

Mark G. Eberlein
Regional Environmental Officer
Enclosure
CC:

Patrick Baird, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (via email)

Figure 1. Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project Area of Potential
Effects for Cultural Resources.

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Region X
130 228 th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 9802 1

FEMA
October 5, 2018
Honorable Gary Burke
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation
Nixyaawii Governance Center
46411 Ti'mine Way
Pendleton, Oregon, 97801-0638
RE:

Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project, Wallowa County
FEMA Fire Mitigation Assistance Grant (FMAG) #5107-3-R

Dear Chairman Burke:
The U.S . Department of Homeland Security's Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is
proposing to fund the Wallowa County Emergency Services (County), through the Oregon Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) for a soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation project in Wallowa
County (Undertaking). This funding is available from FEMA's Fire Mitigation Assistance Grant
Program (FMAG) through Fire Management Disaster Declaration FM-5107-OR. The proposed
Undertaking is being reviewed pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), as amended.

Proposed Undertaking
The proposed Undertaking will address multiple locations delineated on the enclosed map, which are
on Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) or privately-owned land. The project will
entail herbicide treatment, reseeding by hand (no ground disturbance), and replanting trees (minimal
ground disturbance).
Area of Potential Effects
The County has proposed an Area of Potential Effects (APE) for cultural resources consisting of 809
acres proposed for replanting. FEMA has determined the APE was developed with due diligence.
Historic Property Identification and Evaluation
FEMA's contractor, Willamette CRA has conducted systematic pedestrian surveys of all proposed
replanting areas on private land (326 acres). The ODFW-owned land (483 acres) was subject to a
previous archaeological survey immediately following the Grizzly Bear Complex fire and will be
incorporated into the final report. The Tribe is invited to share further information regarding cultural
resources of religious or cultural interest to the Tribe in or near the APE that may be impacted by the
undertaking. Any information provided would be subject to Tribe-requested dissemination restrictions,
and may be used to inform identification and evaluation efforts and help determine project effects.
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We respectfully request the Tribe's comment and to assist with your review please find enclosed project
area maps. Upon completion of the archaeological investigation, FEMA will review the results and
provide the Tribe an opportunity to review and comment on the findings. Please feel free to contact me
if you have any questions at mark.eberlein@fema.dhs.gov or 425-487-4735.
Sincerely,

MARKG
EBERLEIN

Digitally signed by MARK G

EBERLEIN
Date: 2018.10.05 07:37:10 -07'00'

Mark G. Eberlein
Regional Environmental Officer
Enclosures
CC:

Carey Miller, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (via email)

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Region X
130 228 th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 9802 1

FEMA
November 14, 2018
Chrissy Curran
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office
725 Summer Street, NE Suite C
Salem, Oregon 97301
RE:

Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project, Wallowa County
Fire Management Assistance/Hazard Mitigation Grant Program #5107-3-R

Dear Ms. Curran:
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security's Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is
proposing to fund the Wallowa County Emergency Services (County), through the Oregon Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) for a soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation project in Wallowa
County (Undertaking). This funding is available from FEMA's Fire Management Assistance Grant
triggered Hazard Mitigation Grant Program FM-5107-OR. The proposed Undertaking is being
reviewed pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), as amended.
FEMA is submitting the enclosed materials to your office in compliance with Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act and according to the Programmatic Agreement Among the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Oregon State Historic Preservation Officer, and the
Oregon Office ofEmergency Management that was fully executed on February 27, 2018.
Proposed Undertaking
The proposed Undertaking will address eight locations totaling 809 acres that were impacted by the
Grizzly Bear Complex Fire in 2015 . The locations, which are on Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODFW) and privately-owned land, are detailed in Table 1 in the enclosed report. The
project areas will be accessed from existing roads and on foot. Work will include herbicide
treatment, reseeding, and planting seedlings; all done using hand-held equipment or tools, thereby
minimizing ground disturbance.
Area of Potential Effects
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) consists of 809 acres of treatment/replanting areas distributed
amongst eight parcels as delineated on Figure 1 of the enclosed report.
Historic Property Identification and Evaluation
FEMA's contractor, WillametteCRA has conducted systematic pedestrian surveys of all proposed
treatment/replanting areas on private land (326 acres). WillametteCRA did not examine the ODFW-
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owned land (483 acres), as these areas were subject to archaeological survey immediately following
the Grizzly Bear Complex fire (SHPO Report #27893). This survey identified no evidence of any
new cultural resources within the proposed treatment/replanting areas. The enclosed report presents
their findings. Consultation has also been initiated with tribes, to determine if the undertaking may
affect historic properties of religious or cultural significant, including provision of the enclosed
report. The Tribes include: the Nez Perce Tribe and the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation.
Determination of Effects
WillametteCRA recommended avoiding two previously identified historic period sites adjacent to
treatment/replanting areas on ODFW-owned land. FEMA will include in its approval of the project
this condition to avoid the previously identified sites and a condition to protect any unexpected
discoveries of historic or archaeological resources during treatment work. Barring additional
information from your office or the consulted Tribes, given the nature of the undertaking, proposed
approach, and findings of the archaeological survey; FEMA has determined that no historic
properties will be affected by this Undertaking.
We respectfully request your review of the enclosed report and, if appropriate, your concurrence
with FEMA's findings or additional comment to the report. Should you have any questions please
contact Ms. Science Kilner at (425) 487-4713 or science.kilner@fema.dhs.gov. Thank you.
Sincerely,

MARKG
EBERLEIN

Digitally signed by MARK G

EBERLEIN
Date: 2018.11.14 09:31 :44
-08'00'

Mark G. Eberlein
Regional Environmental Officer
CC: Angie Lane, OEM
Enclosure

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Region X
130 228 th Street, SW
Bothell, WA 9802 1

FEMA
November 14, 2018
Honorable Gary Burke
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Reservation
Nixyaawii Governance Center
46411 Ti'mine Way
Pendleton, Oregon 97801-0638
RE:

Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project, Wallowa County
Fire Management Assistance/Hazard Mitigation Grant Program #5107-3-R

Dear Chairman Burke:
Please consider this follow up to our October 5, 2018 letter to you regarding the above project. The
U.S. Department of Homeland Security's Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is
proposing to fund the Wallowa County Emergency Services (County), through the Oregon Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) for a soil stabilization and forest rehabilitation project in Wallowa
County (Undertaking). This funding is available from FEMA's Hazard Mitigation Grant Program,
triggered from Fire Management Assistance Grant FM-5107-OR. The proposed Undertaking is
being reviewed pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), as
amended.
Proposed Undertaking
The proposed Undertaking will address eight locations totaling 809 acres that were impacted by the
Grizzly Bear Complex Fire in 2015 . The locations, which are on Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODFW) and privately-owned land, are detailed in Table 1 in the enclosed report. The
project areas will be accessed from existing roads and on foot. Work will include herbicide
treatment, reseeding, and planting seedlings; all done using hand-held equipment or tools, thereby
minimizing ground disturbance.
Area of Potential Effects
The Area of Potential Effects (APE) consists of 809 acres of treatment/replanting areas distributed
amongst eight parcels as delineated on Figure 1 of the enclosed report.
Historic Property Identification and Evaluation
FEMA's contractor, WillametteCRA has conducted systematic pedestrian surveys of all proposed
treatment/replanting areas on private land (326 acres). WillametteCRA did not examine the ODFW
owned land (483 acres), as these areas were subject to archaeological survey (SHPO Report #27893)
for planned ODFW timber harvests following the Grizzly Bear Complex fire. That consultation
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concluded with no significant archeological resources being affected. This survey identified no
evidence of any new cultural resources within the proposed treatment/replanting areas. The enclosed
report details findings . Consultation has been initiated with the Oregon State Historic Preservation
Office.
Determination of Effects
Barring additional information from the Tribe or SHPO, given the nature of the Undertaking,
proposed approach, and findings of the archaeological survey; FEMA has determined that no historic
properties will be affected by this undertaking. Two previously identified historic period sites
adjacent to treatment/replanting areas on ODFW-owned land will be avoided. FEMA will include in
its approval of the project this condition and a condition to protect any unexpected discoveries of
historic or archaeological resources during treatment work.
We respectfully request any comment you may have on the enclosed report. Should you have any
questions please contact Ms. Science Kilner at (425) 487-4713 or science.kilner@fema.dhs.gov.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

MARKG
EBERLEIN

Digitally signed by MARK G

EBERLEIN
Date: 2018.11.14 09:30:23
-08'00'

Mark G. Eberlein
Regional Environmental Officer

Enclosure

Stenberg, Kate
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kilner, Science <Science.Kilner@fema.dhs.gov>
Wednesday, May 22, 2019 11:04 AM
keithb@nezperce.org
GRIFFIN Dennis * OPRD; David Ellis; nakiaw@nezperce.org; Eberlein, Mark
RE: FEMA consultation - Wallowa Co, OR
Arch Rpt_FEMA_FMAG_5107-3-Wallowa-Co_Final Rvsd_5_10_19.pdf

Hi Pat – Please find attached the revised report, the corrections are between pages 8 to 11. If you have additional
comment on this please let us know, thank you.
Science
From: Eberlein, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2019 3:27 PM
To: keithb@nezperce.org
Cc: GRIFFIN Dennis * OPRD <Dennis.Griffin@oregon.gov>; Kilner, Science <Science.Kilner@fema.dhs.gov>; David Ellis
<davee@willamettecra.com>
Subject: FW: FEMA consultation ‐ Wallowa Co, OR

Mr. Baird,
I’m following up the phone conversation you had with Science Kilner on December 21 where
the points you raised below were discussed including some approaches to reconcile your
concerns. Since then, and after the furlough ended, we have had additional internal
discussions on addressing these concerns. After re‐evaluating the undertaking details and
further discussion with project stakeholders, we have determined the following:
‐ We have amended the report to reflect the correction you requested and will resend that
for your review.
‐ Given the existing conditions in the eight project areas (recently burned from wildfire,
some log salvage and or slash/vegetative debris piled) coupled with the low impact nature
of the undertaking, i.e. application of herbicides, reseeding with native grasses, and
replanting native tree seedlings; the potential for impacts to cultural resources, should they
be present and retain integrity, is minimal. The OR SHPO concurred with FEMA’s findings
as supported by the survey report in December. Also note that one of the goals of the
project is to help restore native vegetation and reduce further damages (erosion, landslide,
flooding) within the burn scars. So without any more specific information about potential
cultural resources in the APEs, we do not believe there is sufficient justification to doing
additional fieldwork before the project is implemented. However, if the Tribe shares
additional information it has, we are happy to re‐evaluate specific areas for additional field
work or to delineate them for avoidance.
1

‐ Although all of our projects involving site work are awarded with a condition to report and
protect inadvertent discoveries, we are happy to collaborate with the Tribe to draft a
detailed IDP to be used during implementation.
‐ We can also require the County to have archeological monitoring during the replanting
activities if the Tribe determines there is a reasonable risk that potential cultural resources
of religious and cultural significance in the APEs could be further impacted by these
activities and are unwilling to disclose them. We would provide you a draft of the
monitoring plan for review. This would include inviting the Tribe to join monitoring.
If the Tribe still determines the above is insufficient to address any reasonable risk that
potential cultural resources of religious and cultural significance in the APEs could be further
impacted by these activities, we would entertain a detailed proposal from the Tribe to
complete a focused ethnographic research of the project areas. With such a proposal, FEMA
can make a more informed decision on whether to and how to move forward with additional
identification and evaluation efforts. We would ask that the Tribe provide a research
methodology/design, research staff resumes, staff labor hours, itemized costs, work schedule
and deliverables for our consideration.
If you’d like to discuss this matter further, let me know and I’ll set up a call with you and Mr.
Williamson.
Sincerely,
Mark Eberlein
Regional Environmental Officer
From: Kilner, Science
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 1:42 PM
To: Keith P Baird <keithb@nezperce.org>
Cc: Nakia Williamson <nakiaw@nezperce.org>; GRIFFIN Dennis * OPRD (Dennis.Griffin@oregon.gov)
<Dennis.Griffin@oregon.gov>; Eberlein, Mark <Mark.Eberlein@fema.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: FEMA consultation ‐ Wallowa Co, OR
Hi Pat – I appreciate your feedback on this. I will follow up with you some time next week to reconcile your concerns,
once I’ve had a chance to look into some of the details on our end. In the interim, I want to assure you that this report is
a draft and based on your feedback we do not view our identification and evaluation efforts as complete, so your input
is not moot. While we initiated a consultation with you in October prior to sending the draft report, I’m unclear why
that wasn’t done prior to the fieldwork. You are correct our timing was off, it wasn’t intentional, and we will look to
remedy this with our internal review process.
Appreciate your patience!
Science
From: Keith P Baird <keithb@nezperce.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2018 3:14 PM
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To: Kilner, Science <Science.Kilner@fema.dhs.gov>
Cc: Nakia Williamson <nakiaw@nezperce.org>; GRIFFIN Dennis * OPRD (Dennis.Griffin@oregon.gov)
<Dennis.Griffin@oregon.gov>; David V. Ellis (davee@willamettecra.com) <davee@willamettecra.com>
Subject: RE: FEMA consultation ‐ Wallowa Co, OR
Hi Science,
Thank for sending this report for review. I have a few major concerns.
1) This project is located within the Nez Perce 1855 Reservation and the Nez Perce ICC exclusive occupancy and use
boundary. It is not Walla Walla or Cayuse territory. This needs to be corrected.
2) Shouldn’t FEMA have consulted with us before the archaeological survey? Any input we could have had is largely
a moot point now. The authors did not attempt to identify TCPs or other tribal resources, so the report is
incomplete.
3) It is unreasonable for the agency to rely upon previous ODFW archaeological survey work in the project area to
address Nez Perce concerns. ODFW did not consult with the Tribe about their projects.
4) I’m not sure how the authors can conclude that no cultural resources are present – in addition to not identifying
tribal cultural resources, it also appears that they couldn’t actually see much of the ground when it was
surveyed.
We should talk about this, because I am really unhappy.
Pat
Patrick Baird
Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
Nez Perce Tribe
P.O. Box 365
Lapwai, ID 83540
(208) 621‐3851 office
(208) 791‐8610 cell
From: Kilner, Science [mailto:Science.Kilner@fema.dhs.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2018 12:45 PM
To: Keith P Baird <keithb@nezperce.org>
Subject: FEMA consultation ‐ Wallowa Co, OR
Hello Patrick – Please find attached a consultation request, let me know If you have any questions, thank you.

Science Kilner
Deputy Regional Environmental Officer
FEMA Region 10
130 228th St SW
Bothell, WA 98021‐9796
(425) 487‐4713 ofc
(425) 686‐5794 cell
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Mr. Mark Eberlein
FEMA Region X
130 228th SW
Bothell, WA 98021-9796
RE: SHPO Case No. 18-1791
FEMA FMAG-5107-3R, Wallowa County Soil Stabilization and Forest Rehabilitation Project
Herbicide application, seeding and planting seedlings
(5N 42E 2) (6N 43E 31) (6N 42E 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35), Wallowa County
Dear Mr. Eberlein:

Our office recently received a report of archaeological investigations for the project referenced above. The
report has been assigned SHPO Report# (30094) and added to the SHPO Library. We have reviewed the
report and concur that a good faith effort has been implemented and the project will likely have no effect on
any significant archaeological objects or sites provided that archaeological sites 35WA1444 and 35WA1445
are flagged for avoidance prior to implementation.
Based on the information provided, additional archaeological research is not anticipated for this project. In
the unlikely event an archaeological object or site (i.e., historic or prehistoric) is encountered during project
implementation, all ground disturbance at the location should cease immediately until a professional
archaeologist can be contacted to evaluate the discovery.
If you have not already done so, be sure to consult with all appropriate Indian tribes regarding your proposed
project. If you have any questions regarding any future discovery or this letter, feel free to contact me at your
convenience.
Sincerely,

Jamie French, M.A.
SHPO Archaeologist
(503) 986-0729
Jamie.French@oregon.gov
cc:

Science Kilner, FEMA Region X

